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ABSTRACT 

 

Small business enterprises, particularly service, are proliferating around the world due to their ease in establishment, 

however, they are more vulnerable to challenges as well as failing within the first year of operation. This paper aims to 

give light to the small service enterprises’ assessment on the three main challenges to business survival and 

development namely: finance, technology, and competition. This research is limited to the small service enterprises 

within the municipality of Abucay in the province of Bataan. The researchers used stratified random sampling in 

selecting their respondents and survey questionnaires in gathering their data. Frequency Distribution, Descriptive 

Statistics as well as One-Way ANOVA were used in treating and analyzing the data the researchers gathered. The 

researchers found out that the respondents disagree that finance is a challenge to their business, the usage and 

integration of technology is low in small service enterprises, and small service enterprises sense a low degree of 

competition. Additionally, there is no significant difference in financial, technological, and competitive difficulties 

among the respondents when grouped according to profile.  

  

Keywords: small business, service business, small service business, challenges, finance, technology, competition 

 

INTRODUCTION 

According to Quintero-angel & Liu (2018), approximately 

90% of companies around the world fall under the category of 

Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises (MSMEs), and Small and 

Medium Enterprise (SMEs). Watse (2017) states that small 

businesses play an important role in the contribution and 

development of the nation’s economy. They are an effective 

form of employment generation. Small business enterprises, 

particularly service, are proliferating around the world due to 

their ease in establishment, however, they are more vulnerable 

to challenges as well as failing within the first year of operation 

Persson (as cited in Adisa, 2014) .Van Praag (as cited by Adisa , 

2014), states that “Of every 100 start-ups, only 50 firms survive 

the first three years.” 

There had been various researches across the globe 

pertaining to the challenges experienced by small businesses. In 

Nairobi, Kenya, SMEs face the challenges like competition 

among themselves and from large firms, difficult and lack of 

access to credit, cheap importations, and insecurity and debt 

collection (Bowen, 2009). ASEAN (2015) also states that the 

SME sector within Asia is also faced by challenges in terms of 

lack of finance source, inability to keep up with the 

technological development, competition, facilitation, and 

product or service promotion.  

Mitigating small business challenges could result in 

sustaining the operations of small for longer than the first five 

years (Gumel, 2017).  Improving the conditions and upgrading 

the role of small enterprise in the Philippine economy is 

integral so that the country’s economic growth could be felt by 
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the masses of Filipinos more directly instead of relying on the 

growth driven by large firms to “trickle down” to the bottom 

(Habito, 2016). 

In Abucay, there has been a research conducted on 

management practices of small enterprises by fellow Letranite 

researchers by Dirain, Villanueva, Llanda, & Nicdao (2017), 

however, there has been a gap on research in terms of looking 

at the general challenges faced by small businesses in Abucay 

in terms of finance, technology, and competition. This research 

aims to assess the challenges of small service businesses in 

Abucay pertaining to those three factors. 

 

Small Business 

In the Philippines, small businesses have two operational 

definitions based on employment and value of assets. Small 

enterprises have about 10 to 99 employees and a value of assets 

ranging from 3 to 15 million. The Philippine Statistics 

Authority 2017 List of Establishments quantifies a total of 924, 

721 business enterprises in the country. MSMEs make up a total 

number of 920,677, in which 88,412 were small enterprises.  

 

Service Business 

Service businesses are defined as providing an activity or 

performing a task for commercial purpose. The task done helps 

a business or an individual in areas like consulting, accounting, 

transportation, cleaning, hospitality, traveling or maintenance. 

The customers perceive value from intangible activity or 

service provided. This type of business also hires more 

employees compared to manufacturing and trade industries 

(Chappelow, 2019).  Additionally, service business is one of the 

strongest and fast-growing sectors of the Philippine economy. 

It has a gross value-added contribution that reached to 57% in 

2014 (from 36.6% in the 1970s), and it is reported to grow by an 

average of 6.3% from 2000 to 2014. 

 

Finance 

Small businesses face various challenges starting from its 

establishment up until its operational phases. Aldaba (2012) 

states that insufficient access to financing it is commonly 

perceived as one of the major constraints that affects SMEs 

growth, performance, and competitiveness. The challenge in 

finance starts with the difficulty in acquiring it and sustaining it 

for small business upgrades. Internal funds by itself, however, 

cannot adequately support the business most of the time 

especially during expansion (Aldaba, 2012).  

Small business owners in Kenya find it challenging to loan 

in banks due to the requirement of collateral (Adisa, 2014). 

SMEs, mainly the smaller type, have been incapable to access 

funds and qualify for financial request due to poor credit 

history, insufficient collateral and insufficient sales, income or 

cash flow, unstable business type, and poor business plan 

(Aldaba, 2012). Financial management also plays a key role in 

sustaining the capital.  

Financial constraints, thus, impede the growth of micro and 

small scale enterprises as stated by Osotimehin, Jegede, 

Akinlabi, Babatunde & Olajide (2012). At the same time in 

Nigeria, Watse (2017) states that 96% of businesses are 

constantly forced to shut down because of insufficient access to 

funds. 

 

Technology 

According to (Durowoju, 2017), technology is an external 

force that is complicated to foretell.  Small and Medium 

Enterprises (SMEs) managers are often perplexed on 

developing technology, as investing on it can be pricey and 

over the top. Purchasing new technologies means diversion 

from manual to a more smart and developed way. 

 

Competition 

An industry is made up of a few big firms and many small 

enterprises. Due to the existence of other firms in the industry, 

SMEs are reported to have faced difficulties from expanded 

competition (Yoshino & Taghizadeg-Hesary, 2016).  

 

Theoretical Framework 

The Theory of Innovative Enterprise, according to Lazonick 

and O’Sullivan (2000) as stated by James (2017), the enterprise 

that undertakes the transformation and improvement of 

industrial conditions, dominates the industry. They have less 

production cost and successfully compete for market share at 

less prices. They also generate surplus revenues and invest in 

new technologies. An innovative enterprise can outperform the 

optimizing firm (produces at smaller volumes and at higher 

prices). The small businesses function more efficiently with the 

integration of technology while at the same time gain a 

competitive edge against their competitors. 

Porter's Five Forces, particularly, Competition in the 

Industry refers to the number of competitors and their ability 

to undercut a company. Chappelow (2019) states that the larger 

the number of competitors, along with the number of 
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equivalent products and services they offer, the lesser the 

power of a company. Conversely, when competitive rivalry is 

low, a company has greater power to charge higher prices and 

set the terms of deals to achieve higher sales and profits. This 

shows that small businesses are positively or negatively 

affected by their competitors in the same industry. 

This study aims to assess the challenges faced by small 

service businesses in the municipality of Abucay. Specifically, 

this quantitative research aims to answer the following 

questions: 

1. What is the demographic profile of the respondents in 

terms of: 

1.1 Sex 

1.2 Age 

1.3 Level of Education 

1.4 Position in the business 

 2. What is the demographic profile of the Small Service 

Enterprises in terms of: 

2.1 Ownership 

2.2 Years of Operation 

2.3 Number of Employees 

2.4 Type of Service Business 

3.  How may the challenges experienced by the Small 

Service Businesses be described in terms of: 

3.1 Finance  

3.2 Technology 

3.3 Competition 

4. Is there a significant difference in the challenges 

experienced by the Small Service Enterprises when 

grouped according to profile? 

 

Conceptual Framework 

 

Figure 1. Conceptual Framework 

Figure 1 shows the challenges namely technology, finance, 

and competition as well as how they affect the assessment of 

challenges of Small Service Businesses.  

This study would greatly benefit and impart knowledge on 

various sectors. Information gathered from this research could 

serve as a basis for decision as well as enlighten the minds of 

several sectors of the society. The municipality of Abucay will 

benefit for they will be informed on the present challenges that 

small business enterprises in their area face. This in turn would 

help the municipality in aiding and cultivating small 

businesses while at the same time improving the town as a 

business environment. The study would inform the aspiring 

entrepreneurs on the challenges they may face in establishing a 

small business in Abucay. It would also help avoid mistakes 

that would lead to the failure of the business while at the same 

time increase the business lifespan. The study would raise 

awareness to the business owners on the challenges and 

opportunities they face. The study will help them know what 

problems to fix and what areas in their business that they could 

improve. The study would serve as a reference and inspiration 

for future researchers who will have similar or closely related 

topics. This topic could be furthered by future researchers. The 

study would contribute additional knowledge to the body of 

knowledge while at the same time adding to the limited 

number of researches conducted on small businesses. 

 

METHODOLOGY 

The researchers are citizens of Abucay who came up with 

this topic upon observation and curiosity on the state of the 

small businesses around their municipality. The researchers 

also utilized survey questionnaires. They had requested and 

were granted permission by Solvason James, the Director of 

Olva Academy, to use the questionnaire attached to the 

research entitled “Assessment of Challenges Facing Growth of 

Small and Medium Enterprises, a case of SMEs in Iringa 

Municipality.” The researchers also requested and permitted by 

Jong Geun Lee, the author of the research entitled “Assessing the 

challenges and opportunities for small and medium enterprises 

(SMEs) in the Vietnamese apparel retail market.” The researchers 

took a portion of the demographic profile and the finance part 

from James’ research and took the technology and competition 

part from Lee’s research. The researchers also asked for 

permission to slightly modify their questionnaires in order to 

fit to their study. The authors were also given a copy for 

approval and transparency.  

The current study applies a quantitative research approach 

and descriptive approach. Quantitative research emphasizes 

the measurement and analysis of casual relationships between 
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variables not processes. Descriptive approach is defined as a 

research which describes the characteristics of the population 

or phenomenon that is being studied. It mainly focuses on 

depicting the nature of a demographic profile or segment, and 

the “what”, without focusing on “why” the phenomenon is 

occurring.  

The participants of this study are business owners or 

managers of small service enterprises in Abucay. The total 

number of populations was acquired by the researchers from 

the Abucay Municipal Hall. The researchers were also briefed 

on how small businesses in the Municipality of Abucay are 

categorized by the Business Licensing Officer. Additionally, a 

list of the small service enterprises was produced by the 

researchers after thoroughly scoring the list of small businesses 

given by the Business Licensing Officer. The list of small 

service enterprises was further validated by the Business 

Licensing Officer.  The classification of what is a service 

business and a small business is based on the data given by the 

Business Permit Licensing Officer. It is further classified in 

accordance to the Revenue Code of the Abucay Municipality. 

The cottage businesses, with an asset size of 500, 000 and below 

and 1 - 10 workers along with small businesses, with an asset 

size of 500, 000 to 5 million, and a number of workers ranging 

from 11 to 99 are both considered by the Municiality of Abucay 

collectively as “Small Business.” This study would take into 

consideration the challenges, specifically in terms of finance 

with regards to acquisition and management, as well as 

technology use and level of competition, thus, arriving to the 

assessments of the small service businesses. 

 

 

Table 1. Sample Population Matrix 

Type of Service 
Business 

Population 
Sample 

Size 

Food Service 30 25 

General Service 27 25 

Education Service 5 4 

Health Service 7 6 

Business Service 6 5 

Total: 75 63 

 

This study has a total population of 75, and a sample size of 

63, as was shown in Table 1.  The number of respondents was 

in compliance to the calculations of Raosoft with a 95% 

confidence level and a 5% margin of error. Additionally, the 

researchers used Stratified Random Sampling Method in 

selecting their respondents. 

The researchers used Basic Statistical Tools. The form of 

Data Analysis, to be used in this study is Frequency 

Distribution Table for the demographic profile of the 

respondents. Descriptive Statistics in turn was used to describe 

the challenges faced by the small businesses in terms of finance, 

technology, and competition. At the same time, One-Way 

ANOVA was used in determining the differences experienced 

by the small service enterprises in Abucay when grouped 

according to profile. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The data presented in Table 2 is the demographic profile of 

both the respondents and the small service enterprises. For the 

respondents, the females are of 40 or 63.5 %. The study also 

discovered that respondents of age range 41 to 60 years old are 

most engaged in business endeavors. At the same time, 46 or 

73% of the respondents are graduates of college. 33 or 52.4% of 

the respondents are the owners of the business while 30 or 

47.6% are managers. 

 

Table 2. Demographic Profile of the Respondents 

 
Frequency Percent 

Gender 

Male 23 36.5 

Female 40 63.5 

Age 

20-40 28 44.4 

41-60 31 49.2 

61 and above 4 6.3 

Level of Education 

High School 16 25.4 

College 46 73.0 

Post-graduate 1 1.6 

Position of Respondents in the Business 

Owner 33 52.4 

Manager 30 47.6 

 

45 or 71.4% of the service enterprises are of sole ownership. 

36 or 57.1% of the service enterprises have been operating for 

less than 5 years. 46 or 73% of the service enterprises have less 

than 5 employees. 17 or 27% of the service enterprises have 6 to 

49 employees. At the same time, 25 or 39.7% of the small 

service enterprises are considered as food service. 
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Table 2. Demographic Profile of Small Service Enterprises 

 
Frequency Percent 

Operation Years 

Less than 5 years 36 57.1 

6-9 11 17.5 

10-14 4 6.3 

15-19 3 4.8 

20-24 2 3.2 

25 years and above 7 11.1 

Number of Employees 

Less than 5 46 73.0 

5-49 17 27.0 

Business Ownership 

Sole ownership 45 71.4 

Partnership 9 14.3 

Family business 7 11.1 

Corporation 2 3.2 

Type of Service 

Health 6 9.6 

Food Service 25 39.7 

Business 5 7.9 

Education 4 6.3 

General 23 36.5 

 

Overall, the values show that the respondents disagree that 

finance is a challenge to their business as evident in the 

calculated mean of 1.84 supported by the standard deviation of 

0.72. The mean falls within the range of values 1.81 - 2.60, as 

was calculated by our statistician translated to an overall 

answer of “disagree” from our research questionnaire.  

However, small business owners in Kenya find it challenging 

to manage the finances of their business as well as loan in 

banks due to the requirement of collateral (Adisa, 2014). SMEs, 

mainly the smaller types, have been incapable of accessing 

funds and qualifying for financial request due to the firms’ 

poor credit history, insufficient collateral and insufficient sales, 

income or cash flow, unstable business type, and poor business 

plan (Aldaba, 2012). 

 

Table 3. Descriptive Statistics 

Challenges in 
terms of: 

Mean 
Std. 

Deviation 
Interpretation 

Finance 1.84 0.72 Disagree 

Technology 2.39 1.10 Low 

Competition 1.83 0.70 Low 

 

The usage and integration of technology is low in small 

service enterprises, as evident in the mean of 2.39 supported by 

the standard deviation of 1.1. The mean falls within the range 

of values of 1.81- 2.60, as was calculated by our statistician 

leading to an overall answer of “low usage” from our research 

questionnaire. The pace of innovation and technology 

continues to encompass not only the developed markets but 

also the developing ones. Small enterprises are faced with the 

issue of fostering effective innovation. It can be efficient and 

effective to small enterprises, however, due to size and resource 

limitations, they are unable to develop new technologies or 

utilize and improve the existing ones (Durowoju, 2017) 

Small service businesses sense a low degree of competition 

as stated by the calculated mean of 1.83 supported by a 

standard deviation of 0.70. The mean falls within the range of 

values 1.81 - 2.60, as was calculated by our statistician 

translated to an overall answer of “low competition” from our 

research questionnaire. However, in Nairobi, Kenya, SMEs face 

challenges like competition among themselves and from large 

firms, according to Bowen (2009) as stated by Adisa (2014). 

Table 4 presents the results of One-Way ANOVA in which 

financial, technological, and competitive differences were 

tested when grouped according to profile.  

When grouped according to business ownership, there is no 

significant difference in financial, technological, and 

competitive difficulties among the respondents. This is evident 

in the calculated sig value of 0.108 for financial difficulties, 

0.077 for technological difficulties, and 0.136 for competitive 

difficulties.   

 When grouped according to years of operation, there is no 

significant difference in financial, technological, and 

competitive difficulties among the respondents. This can be 

seen in the calculated sig value of 0.156 for financial difficulties, 

0.579 for technological difficulties, and 0.848 for competitive 

difficulties. 

When grouped according to the number of employees, 

there is no significant difference in financial, technological, and 

competitive difficulties among the respondents. This is can be 

seen in the calculated sig value of .424 for financial difficulties, 

.282 for technological difficulties, and .535 for competitive 

difficulties. 

Since the values are greater than the alpha value of 0.05, this 

means that the null hypothesis is accepted. 
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Table 4. ANOVA Statistics of the Dependent Variables 
Ownership as the Grouping Variable 

 
Sum of 
Squares 

df 
Mean 

Square 
F Sig. 

Financial 
Difficulties 

Between 
Groups 

3.131 3 1.044 2.112 .108 

 
Within 
Groups 

29.157 59 .494   

 Total 32.288 62    

Technological 
Difficulties 

Between 
Groups 

8.080 3 2.693 2.398 .077 

 
Within 
Groups 

66.262 59 1.123   

 Total 74.342 62    

Competitive 
Difficulties 

Between 
Groups 

2.686 3 .895 1.922 .136 

 
Within 
Groups 

27.490 59 .466   

 Total 30.177 62    

Years of Operation as the Grouping Variable 

Financial 
Difficulties 

Between 
Groups 

4.129 5 .826 1.671 .156 

 
Within 
Groups 

28.159 57 .494   

 Total 32.288 62    

Technological 
Difficulties 

Between 
Groups 

4.672 5 .934 .764 .579 

 
Within 
Groups 

69.670 57 1.222   

 Total 74.342 62    

Competitive 
Difficulties 

Between 
Groups 

1.019 5 .204 .398 .848 

 
Within 
Groups 

29.158 57 .512   

 Total 30.177 62    

Years of Operation as the Grouping Variable 

Financial  
Mean 

Between 
Groups 

.339 1 .339 .647 .424 

 
Within 
Groups 

31.949 61 .524   

 Total 32.288 62    

Technology 
Mean 

Between 
Groups 

1.406 1 1.406 1.176 .282 

 
Within 
Groups 

72.936 61 1.196   

 Total 74.342 62    

Competition 
Mean 

 

Between 
Groups 

.191 1 .191 .389 .535 

 
Within 
Groups 

29.986 61 .492   

 Total 30.177 62    

 

  The study determined the demographic profile of the 

small service enterprises and their owners in Abucay, Bataan. 

This also includes their assessments on challenges in terms of 

finance, technology, and competition. This study also tested if 

there is a significant difference among the challenges 

experienced by the small service enterprises when grouped 

according to profile. 

 

CONCLUSION 

For the demographic profile, majority of the respondents 

were females, within the age range of 41 to 60 years old. 

Additionally, they are also college graduates as well as the 

owners of the business. For the demographic profiles of the 

small service business, majority are of sole ownership. The 

majority of the small service enterprises have been operating 

for less than 5 years with less than 5 employees. 

The respondents disagree that finance is a challenge to their 

business. At the same time, they sense a low degree of 

competition. This is further supported by the Porter’s Five 

Forces-Competition in the Industry in which if there is low 

competition, the enterprise would have a better control and 

financial advantage. However, small business owners in Kenya 

find finance a challenge especially in terms of its management 

as well as loaning in banks (Adisa, 2014).  

There is also a low usage and integration for the small 

service business, which could prove as a challenge since the use 

of technology in business in this modern world could further 

aid its everyday operation and future development. This is 

further supported by the Theory of Innovative Enterprise, 

according to Lazonick and O’Sullivan (2000) as stated by James 

(2017), as the enterprise that integrates technology would be 

more efficient in its everyday processes, thus, dominating the 

industry.  

Moreover, there is no significant difference in financial, 

technological, and competitive difficulties when grouped 

according to profile. Thus, the null hypothesis: there is no 

significant difference in the challenges experienced by the small 

service enterprises when grouped according to profile is to be 

accepted.  

 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

 This research could motivate future quantitative and 

qualitative researches. For quantitative, the researchers would 

like to recommend for aspiring researchers to find the 

significant relationship between and among the challenges 

experienced by the small enterprises. The future researchers 

could also prefer to use another type of business like 

manufacturing or merchandising instead of using only service 

business. The future researchers could also choose a different 

place to conduct a study similar to this one. Moreover, future 
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studies could also be conducted in order to further verify the 

results produced in this study. A qualitative research tackling 

and in-depth semi-structured challenges of small businesses 

could also be inspired from this research 

The researchers would like to recommend to the small 

service enterprise owners to take good care of their business as 

well as to broaden their knowledge in terms of finance and 

management.  

The researchers recommend for the municipality to 

regularly check the status of the small businesses around the 

area through interviews or survey so that they may be able to 

glean what ails the businesses around them and how to help as 

a governing body. The municipality could also host seminars 

for business owners to widen their knowledge in terms of 

business and financial management. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

The purpose of this study was to determine the feasibility of producing an adaptable armchair. Located in Enrique 

Garcia Sr. Ave. Tuyo Balanga City, Bataan, Armbidex Inc. targets the colleges and university around Balanga City as 

its market for the first five years of operation. The raw materials needed can be easily acquired because of the proximity 

of the location of the facility to the location of the supplier. The workers can be hired within the vicinity of the facility. 

The needed capital investment to start the business is Php 6,061,928.37 which would come from the proponents’ equal 

sharing of Php 3,030,964.18. The project would have a payback period of 4.09 years and return of investment by 114% 

every year. Based on the result of the financial study, the project is deemed to be feasible. Aside from the facts stated in 

the financial study, there is no adaptable chair available in the market. Each adaptable armchair has a price of Php 2,000 

with a profit of Php 385.55. Gathering of data was accomplished with the help of Commission on Higher Education. The 

proposed project will lessen the unemployment rate by helping the jobless earn money and at the same time, utilize their 

woodworking and welding skills.  

  

Keywords: Ergonomic, armchair, adaptable 

 

INTRODUCTION 

On August 22, 2019, R.A 11394 or the Mandatory Provision 

of Neutral Desk in Educational Institutions Act has been 

approved by President Rodrigo Roa Duterte [1]. This law aims 

to mandate and oblige all educational institutions in the 

Philippines, public and private, to provide neutral desk to the 

10% of the student population in every school. [2] Even Senator 

Chiz Escudero reminded the Department of Education to start 

abiding the said law. He stated “If they (DepEd) are ordering 

now 30,000 new chairs, isn’t it proper that they should already 

include left-handed armchairs?” [5] 

Armchair is one of the most important things inside a 

classroom. Students spend almost 9 hours in school and 

armchairs are significant in their lives. Most objects in this 

world are made based on the standard of right-handed people 

and armchairs are not an exception. This made left-handed 

students feel neglected and uncomfortable. Articles regarding 

the struggles of a left-handed student were used as basis for the 

design of the product. A left-handed student finds it hard to 

use the standard armchair specially when writing. They would 

have to lean to be able to write and it gives them a hard time. 

[4] 

Ergonomics is a process of arranging and designing of a 

workplace, system and product to fit the user’s preference. [3] 

As years passed by, customized objects for left-handed people 

start to develop and this prompted the researchers to 

manufacture an armchair that defies the society norm and fits 

the standard of both left-handed and right-handed person.  

Considering this concept, the researchers wanted to 

produce an ergonomically designed armchair that will 

somehow make the student feel comfortable or if not, lessen the 

struggle of sitting for hours. It is their objective to redesign the 

standard armchair and turn it into an adaptable armchair while 

maximizing the use of it and addressing the concern stated on 

RA 11394.  
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Colleges around Balanga City are the target market. The 

design of a standard armchair was improved by the researchers 

to fit the standard they set for an adaptable armchair. The desk 

can be placed either on left or right depending on the user’s 

preference. There is also a carved part on the desk to serve as 

the slot for writing instruments.  The height of the armchair is 

based on the standard height for an armchair and the other 

chair parameter are based on the ergonomic need at work 

stations. 

The researchers aim to accomplish their main goal by 

designing and manufacturing an adaptable armchair that 

conforms to the concept of ergonomics. In order to do this, the 

researchers set sub goals that should be attained in order for 

the study to be successful. In terms of technicality, the 

researchers will have manufacturing processes and procedures 

to ensure that the product will be made with quality. Aside 

from that, there will also be a location for the facility where the 

product will be manufactured. Business wise, the researchers 

will guaranty to make a marketing study to know how much is 

the project cost and how many years will it take to recover the 

initial investment used in the project. The market study of the 

paper also aims to identify the target market of the product as 

well as the demand for the next five years. Effective 

promotional strategy will be used to ensure that the product 

will be endorsed properly to the target sector in the industry. 

This part of the study will also state the ROI rate. The 

organization type of the project as business is also shown in 

this paper as well as the management strategies to ensure that 

the business and manufacturing of the product will be done 

properly. 

Since the product is made based on the law, the researchers 

will discuss the benefits that the industry and community will 

get from this study. It is also one of the goals to ensure that 

there will be no negative impact done to the environment 

before and during the manufacturing.   

This study will be of importance to schools, colleges and 

universities as they are the ones who will be needing the 

product since they must conform to the existing law. Also, with 

the use of adaptable armchair students will finally be 

comfortable. Having a comfortable chair lessens the stress of 

studying. Compliance of the institutions to the recently signed 

law by the President will not be hard to realize since there will 

be a direct source of supply which design conforms to what the 

institutions need to purchase. Since the compliance on 

ergonomically designed devices and appliance is at peak, this 

specific study will surely aid the future researchers in 

developing designs near to universal design of things. 

 

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

In order to improve the design of the product, ergonomics 

was used as its basis.  Ergonomics is the redesigning of an 

object or workplace for efficient interaction between the object 

and the person. [6] The researchers made sure that the goal and 

design of the product accords with the main purpose of 

applying ergonomics. The measurement of the chair adheres to 

the standard of an armchair and theories of ergonomics. Theory 

of ergonomics has eight (8) principles and one of these is to 

maintain neutral posture. Some parts of the armchair are 

adjustable to conform to the main focus of the said principle – 

to avoid awkward postures. [6] 

Republic Act No. 11394 is an act mandating public and 

private educational institutions to provide neutral desks to 

students. The law was authored by Sen. Sonny Angara. It aims 

to make it an obligation of every educational institution to 

provide neutral desks to at least 10% of the total population of 

the student. Schools have been given a maximum of one year 

starting from the time of the effectivity of the law. [1] Sen. 

Francis Escudero, chairman of the Committee on Education, 

Arts, and Culture reminded the Department of Education to 

provide the students with enough armchairs. According to 

DepEd Senior Education Program Officer Magdalena Portia 

Cariaga, there are only two left-handed chairs provided in 

every 45 students as of present. [5] 

The article entitled “Problems of a Left-Handed College 

Student” discussed the disadvantages that a left-handed 

college student experiences in school. One of the struggles 

mentioned is finding a desk that is for a left-handed student. 

Growing up as left-handed was not an issue not until someone 

points it out and starts to make it seem like you are very 

different from the other. Realizing that no one cares for their 

situation makes them feel that the world defines them 

differently just because everything that exists is used by right-

handed people. The struggle of a left-handed person is not as 

easy as what we think it is. Their left hand gets dirty because of 

the smudge from dragging their hands over the notes. [4] 

 

Conceptual Framework 

 

Figure 1. Conceptual Framework of Adaptable Armchair 
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The title for this feasibility study is ‘adaptable armchair’ 

which aims to manufacture an ergonomically designed 

armchair for students for them to be more comfortable while 

sitting during classes. 

 

METHODOLOGY 

The researchers obtained the needed data for the proposed 

project by submitting request letter to Commission on Higher 

Education regarding the population of the target market. 

Articles of sentiments by left-handed students were studied to 

have a deeper and clearer understanding on what part of the 

armchair should be improved. Complaints are more on the 

struggle of writing on the right side being left-handed. This 

helped the researchers to come up with the design of an 

armchair that is adjustable. The height of the chair is based on 

the standard height of a sitting person. Instead of producing an 

armchair with different sitting, arm rest and backrest height, 

the proponents have decided to have the backrest, arm rest and 

the desk adjustable. The arm rest and desk of the armchair can 

be adjustable to both left and right. On the other hand, the 

backrest’s height will be adjusted depending on the user’s 

preference. The proponents researched on the standard height 

of an armchair that conforms to the qualities of ergonomics. A 

financial study was made to know if the project is feasible and 

time frame for the business to recover its initial investment. The 

researchers identified the location of the target market by 

considering which town has the highest number of universities 

or colleges. 

The process model used for the manufacturing of the 

adaptable armchair is Waterfall Model. Requirement gathering 

and definition was done by obtaining all data needed from the 

materials to the design. This also includes the process of 

gathering the data needed for the marketing study. System 

Software and Design is the needed processes to accomplish the 

manufacturing. This is a step by step procedure in order to 

come up with the final product. This also contains the 

machines, tools and equipment needed for the facility as well 

as the plant layout. The next step is the implementation and 

unit testing. In this phase, the production of the product takes 

place. This is to know if the processes and machines in the 

previous phase are functioning well according to plan. It is 

followed by the integration and system testing. The product 

will undergo quality inspection before it continues to finishing 

process. This is to ensure that the product conforms to the 

requirements such as durability and adjustability. The product 

must be of good quality to be able to proceed to the next phase. 

The last step is operation and maintenance. Usually, problems 

arise after the integration of the product. In this phase, the 

products are being checked before sending them to the stock 

room. If there is a problem in a product, it has to be processed 

again depending on what is lacking or what part is considered 

as a defect. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Target Market 

The potential target market of the adaptable armchair are 

collegiate educational institutions around Balanga City, Bataan. 

It has a market share of 89.11% for the year 2020 which would 

gradually increase in the following years. 

 

Demand Projection 
 
Table 1. Projected Demand 

 
Table 1 shows that the projected demand of the study for 

the year 2020 is 18,050 with an annual growth rate of 31%. 

 

Marketing Strategy 

The marketing strategy as well as the marketing program 

for the project will be direct selling. The researchers, who are 

also the owners of the business, will present a business 

proposal to the Department of Education and Commission on 

Higher Education to encourage them to patronize the product. 

In this way, the said departments can support the project and 

encourage educational institutions to acquire armchairs from 

the company. Here is the marketing mix of for the marketing 

aspect of the product: 

Product 

The product offered by Armbidex Inc. is an adaptable chair 

that gives comfort to students while sitting whether the student 

is left-handed or right-handed. It Aside from the product being 

comfortable, it is also ergonomic. It makes sitting more 
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comfortable and easier. Adaptable chair maximizes the use of 

an ordinary armchair. The adaptable chair has a standard size 

but it can be customize depending on the age or year level of 

the user. It varies in color depending on the preference of the 

customer. The closest competitor that the product has is the 

furniture shop within the vicinity of the location of the 

company. Compared to a normal chair, the adaptable armchair 

is made for the sake of the students. It doesn’t only serve as a 

chair because it is an armchair that can accommodate your 

demand. It has a slot for a pen and a bottle holder. The desk of 

the armchair can be placed on either left or right side of the 

seat. 

Price 

The price of the product can vary depending on the size but 

the price of the standard sample of the adaptable armchair 

ranges from ₱2,000 to ₱4,000. The price can also change 

depending on the price of the raw materials and the suppliers. 

Decrease in the price can definitely increase the market share of 

the product. If an increase in the price occurs, it can affect the 

market share of the product because the cheaper the price, the 

more the customer would like to purchase a product. 

 Placement 

The product will be distributed to furniture shops that does 

not make their own products. It is a way to ensure that the 

distributor won’t copy the design of the product. Furniture 

shops will display the product in their shops. They can increase 

the price depending on how much profit they want. The 

product can also be sold straight from the company. The 

company will endorse the product to educational institutions 

and it will also be presented to CHED and DepEd to gain their 

support in recommending the product to educational 

institutions. 

Promotion 

The product will be presented to CHED and DepEd to ask 

for their assistance and endorsement regarding the promotion 

of the product. They can recommend the product to schools 

since they will also have to comply to the law that mandates 

them to provide neutral desk or armchairs to students. We can 

also promote the product by going to schools and explaining to 

them what the product and the company can offer to them. 

 

 

Product Specification and Manufacturing Process 

Product Specification 

 

Figure 2. Product Specification (all measurements are in a unit of millimeters)
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Manufacturing Process 

 

Figure 3. Process Flow Diagram 

 

Production Layout 

 

Figure 4. Production Layout 

The layout for the production occupies the largest space in 

the whole facility. It contains areas for welding, assembly, and 

quality control. The measuring up to the drilling process are 

placed at the middle of the facility. 

 

Operation Schedule 

The operation schedule starts from 2020. Table 2 serves as 

the schedule for the whole operation process in manufacturing 

the product. 

 

Table 2. Operation Schedule 

 

 

 

Production Schedule  

The project aims to produce a minimum of 20 adaptable 

armchairs, a maximum of 40 and a normal production of 30 in a 

day. The production will be conducted 23 days in every month. 

 

Table 3. Production Schedule 

Time Minimum Normal Maximum 

Daily 20 30 40 

Monthly 460  690  920  

Yearly 5,520  8,280  11,040  

 

Machines, Tools & Equipment 

The machines, tools and equipment in table 4 are needed and 

important in the manufacturing of the product. 
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Table 4. Machines & Tools 

Machinery/Tool Description 

Cutting Machines (Wood) 
Table Saw & Jigsaw 

Used for cutting wood (plywood) in 
making the chair components. 

Cutting Machines (Steel) 
(Circular Saw & Grinder) 

Used for cutting and grinding steel 
for the steel frame of the chair. 

Welding Machine 
Used to weld the steel frame of the 

chair. 

Steel Tube / Pipe Bender Used to bend steel pipes 

Hand Drill Used to drill holes for the nuts 

Angle Sander 
Used to smooth surfaces by 

abrasion with sandpaper 

Tape Measure 
Used to measure the raw materials 

according to 

Bubble Level 
Used to indicate if the surface is 

horizontal or vertical 

 

Personal protective equipment for every worker is needed 

and required to avoid accidents. It serves as their protective 

equipment depending on the job assigned to them. These 

equipment are shown on table 5. 

 

Table 5. Personal Protective Equipment 

Materials Description 
Price 

(Pesos) 
Quantity 

(pcs) 

Total 
Amount 
(Pesos) 

Safety 
Googles 

Used to protect 
the eyes 

35.10 20 702.00 

Safety 
Gloves 

(Cut Proof) 

Used to protect 
the hands from 

cuts, etc. 
125.00 20 2,500.00 

Safety 
Shoes 

Used to protect 
the feet 

240.00 20 4,800.00 

Safety Mask 
Used to protect 
the nose from 
odor and dust 

110.00 
 

20 2,200.00 

Welding 
Safety Mask 

Used to protect 
the eyes and face 

when welding 
220.00 3 660.00 

Total Costs of PPE 10,862.00 

 

Material Requirement 

Table 6 shows the list of raw materials needed for the 

completion of the product. The prices for the consumption of 

five years are already indicated on the table. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 6. Material Requirement 

Raw 
Materials 

Price 
Quantity 
(pcs/gal) 

Total Amount 
(Pesos) 

Plyboard 750.00 345 258,750.00 

GI Steel Tube 600.00 345 207,000.00 

Flat Steel Bar 165.00 230 37,950.00 

Steel Plate 126.00 138 17,388.00 

Bearings 200.00/2pcs. 690 138,000.00 

Bolts & Nuts 120.00/50pcs. 138 16,560.00 

Paint 450.00 23 10,350.00 

Varnish 530.00 20 10,600.00 

 

Plant Location & Layout  

The location for the facility is along Enrique Garcia Sr. 

Avenue in Tuyo Balanga, Bataan. 

 

Figure 5. Plant Location 

 

The floor plan for the facility contains the offices and 

production where the product will be manufactured. 

 

Figure 6. Plant Layout 
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Cost and Non-cost Factors 

The cost and non-cost factors in determining the best location 

for the facility is listed and rated on table 7 and 8. 

Table 7. Cost Factors 

Item Cost Factors 
Enrique 

Garcia Sr. 
Avenue 

Abucay  
Hi-way 

1 Land 5 5 

2 Electricity 5 5 

3 Water 5 4 

4 Labor 5 4 

5 Infrastructure 4 3 

TOTAL 24 21 

 
 
Table 8. Non- Cost Factors 

Item Non-Cost Factors 
Enrique 

Garcia Sr. 
Avenue 

Abucay 
Hi-way 

1 Nearness to Market 4 3 

2 
Nearness to unworked 

goods 
3 4 

3 Availability of power 5 3 

4 Availability of water 5 4 

5 Capital Availability 5 5 

6 Climate 3 3 

7 
Momentum of early 

start 
4 3 

8 Fire protection 4 3 

9 Police protection 4 4 

10 School and colleges 4 3 

11 Union Activity 4 3 

12 
Churches and religious 

Facilities 
4 2 

13 
Recreational 

opportunities 
3 3 

14 Housing 5 2 

15 Community Attitude 4 3 

16 Local Ordinances 4 3 

17 Labor laws 3 2 

18 
Future growth of 

community 
4 4 

19 Medical Facilities 5 4 

20 
Employee 

Transportation Facilities 
5 3 

TOTAL 82 64 

 
 

 

The Business Organization 

General partnership will be the form of business organization. 

Ms. Alecxeus Aubrei Santiago and Mr. Jon Elson Datu will be 

the general partners. As such, the partners agreed to contribute 

capital to the common fund with the intention of dividing the 

profits among themselves. It follows also that future losses, if 

any, will be distributed in accordance to the capital 

contributions. 

 

Cost of the Project & Source of Investment 

Project Cost  

The total initial investment needed for the project study is 

Php 6,061,928.37. 

Table 9. Project Cost 

 

 

Source of Investment 

The initial investment for the project is Php 6,061,928.37. 

The investment money will come from the owners of the 

business, Ms. Alecxeus Aubrei Santiago and Mr. Jon Elson 

Datu. Both owners will have an equal sharing of Php 

3,030,964.18 50% which is 50% of the total cost. 

 

Financial Statements 

Income Statement 

The net income for the first year is Php 668,702.80 and it 

increases as years pass. 
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        Table 10. Income Statement  

 

 

Cash Flow 

The cash at the end of the first year of operation is Php 394,362.36. 

                 Table 11. Cash Flow 
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Balance Sheet 

The total liability and owner’s equity for the first year of operation is Php 3,156,778.69. 

                  Table 12. Balance Sheet 

 
 

 

Return on Investment (ROI) 

The return on investment is 114%. 

Table 13. ROI 

 
 

 

 

 

Payback Period 

It will take 4.09 years to recover the capital invested in the 
project. 
 
Table 14. Payback Period 
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Socio-Economic Aspect 

Low Employment Rate 

Philippines is considered as a third world country. It has 

high unemployment rate and this is one of the main causes of 

poverty in the country. The production of the product will be 

need 26 employees. The hiring of employees around the 

vicinity of the facility is an opportunity to decrease the 

unemployment rate of the city. It will give opportunities to the 

citizens who have knowledge about woodworking and 

welding. In the future, if the business owners decide to expand, 

then it will be a bigger opportunity because it only means that 

the company will need more employees to hire.  

 

EARN & LEARN  

The processes for manufacturing of the product require 

different qualifications. Woodworking and welding are part of 

the process and workers for these specific parts should have 

knowledge on it. While earning, they will also learn and will be 

able to enhance their skills specially if the company expands 

and starts producing different ergonomically designed 

furniture. If the employee’s skills are above average, the 

company can send the employee to workshops or seminar 

regarding woodworking or welding. 

 

Government Organization  

Republic Act 11394 mandates all educational institutions to 

provide the students with neutral desks. The manufacturing of 

the product will help the government organizations, 

Department of Education (DepEd) and Commission on Higher 

Education (CHED) specifically, to comply with what the law 

demands from them. Non-compliance with the law will result 

to punishment.  

 

Tax  

All businesses that are registered to the Department of 

Trade and Industries are obligated by the law of the country to 

pay their respective taxes depending on the amount of their 

revenue. The amount assigned to every business depends on 

their revenue, the higher the revenue, the higher the amount of 

the tax. Since the production of the armchair will produce 

revenue that increases every passing year according to the 

financial study, the business will surely have to pay a high 

amount of tax to the Bureau of Internal Revenue. This tax 

collected by the government will help them in providing the 

country’s needs like infrastructures including the budget for all 

government organizations. 

 

Environmental Aspect  

In manufacturing the adaptable armchair, a lot of processes 

are involved and usage of ply board and steel is one of those. 

Therefore, the researchers will ensure that there will be no 

harm in the environment by following the requirements and 

policies of the Department of Environment and Natural 

Resources as well as the ordinances of the city where the 

facility is located.  

The production of the product does not use any harmful 

chemicals that can affect the environment; instead, it uses 

common raw materials. Wood and steel are the main materials 

for the product to ensure its durability. In order to ensure that 

the manufacturing of the product will not have a negative 

effect in the environment. Choosing the supplier for the ply 

board and steel will undergo a process. This process is 

important to make sure that the business is not acquiring 

materials through illegal logging and illegal mining. Aside 

from that, the production will ensure no cruelty. No animals 

will be harmed intentionally by the business and production. 

Proper waste disposal will also be ensured and monitored daily 

to maintain cleanliness and orderliness of the surroundings. 

 

CONCLUSION 

The main objective of the study is to manufacture an 

ergonomically designed adaptable armchair. For the main goal 

to be realized there are sub-goals that should be accomplished 

and these mainly include the technical and marketing study of 

the project. The market study showed that the project is has an 

ROI of 114% and a payback period of 4.09 years and Php 

6,061,928.37 as the cost of the project. The chosen location for 

the facility is along Enrique Garcia Sr. Avenue with 750 sq/m 

lot size. Selection of the location has undergone evaluation with 

factors to be considered. The planned manufacturing process 

are measuring, cutting process, bending of steel, drilling, 

welding, assembling, quality inspection, finishing lastly, 

storage. The project has an effect to the industry and 

community. Despite of wood and metal being the main 

materials, the researchers will ensure that no harm to the 

environment will be done. The product itself is considered to 

be an ergonomic chair with its desk, arm rest and back rest 

adjusted to fit the user’s body proportions and preference. The 

researchers will use direct selling as their promotional strategy. 
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Ergonomics theory is used in designing and manufacturing 

the product. The focus of the design is the first principle of 

ergonomics which aims to maintain neutral postures and avoid 

awkward postures mainly on the wrist, elbow, back and 

shoulders. This principle helped the researchers to come up 

with an adjustable armchair that will help students lessen the 

stress in the body while sitting specially to those who are left-

handed.  

The study proved that the project is feasible with data to 

prove it. It also accomplished the main goal of the researchers 

which is to design and manufacture an adaptable armchair 

with college students as its beneficiary. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

Student expectation and experience is vital in determining service quality in institutions. In order to remain 

competitive, the institution contentiously acquires, maintains, and builds stronger relationships with students. The 

main purpose of this paper is to evaluate students' experiences on services provided by Colegio de San Juan de Letran-

Bataan in terms of the five dimensions of service quality according to Berry (2011). This study is limited to the junior 

and senior high school students of CSJL-B. The researchers used stratified random sampling in determining the number 

of their sample size and an adapted questionnaire from Quinco (2018) was used as the research instrument. Paired t-

test and Wilcoxon test was used to treat the data. The study observed significant relationship between the five 

dimensions of service quality (Tangibility, reliability, responsiveness, assurance and empathy) or SERVQUAL and 

students' satisfaction. The researchers found out that most of the respondents’ expectations were very satisfied for all of 

the 5 dimensions of SERVQUAL. Meanwhile, the average answer for the level of expectations of the high school 

students regarding the 5 dimensions of SERVQUAL were very satisfied. The researchers concluded that there is a 

significant difference between the expectations and experiences of the students in the Colegio. Such findings should help 

the Colegio to make better strategic plan as to enhance student’s satisfaction during academic performance and attract 

more students.  

  

Keywords: expectations, experiences,  service quality, tangibility, assurance, reliability, responsiveness, empathy 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Customer expectations imply the thoughts and sentiments 

of a client about a particular product or service. It relies upon 

what the person needs from the product and what the person 

expects from it. The customers’ expectations regarding the 

services offered are the center of the customers’ fulfillment. 

Prior to availing the service, each client may have some 

assumptions regarding the presentation, value, and quality as 

for that service (Hamza, 2012). Customer satisfaction describes 

the standard of products, services, and the administration that 

a business conveys to its clients. It serves as a basis for service 

improvement (Dacuray, et. al., 2015).  

Presently, educational institutions have grasped the concept 

of the student as a customer (Ravindrana, 2012). As a client, a 

student looks for an educational program that will help 

him/her to have a successful career in the future. On students' 

part, satisfaction is the subjective viewpoint of how much 

impact an academic institution supports educational success. 

Students of differential backgrounds, convictions, mentalities 

and learning styles, in any case, may not all observe that all the 

learning environment features are useful in learning; they may 

differently demonstrate high and low degrees of satisfaction. 

When a low degree of student's satisfaction exists, there is 

"unbalance" between the challenges imposed by the 

educational program and the student's possession of abilities 
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reasonable to address these difficulties. Student learning might 

be improved if a high stage of student satisfaction exists. 

In the Philippines, students are key players in education 

and dependable in the integral development of service-

oriented, principled, professionally competent, and productive 

citizens. In addition, one of the most significant purposes 

behind Philippine institutions is the service quality dimensions 

that mirror the availability and quality of administrations and 

services to address and meet the issues and needs of customers 

(Pamatmat, 2018). Through making the students feel satisfied 

with the services provided for the students is a huge 

accomplishment for the school since it is a remark of 

responsibility to quality education (Laguador, 2013). Therefore, 

as tuition fee payers, students’ perspectives should be heard 

and followed upon. 

Colegio de San Juan de Letran-Bataan is one of the 32 

private schools in the province. The Colegio offers Science, 

Technology, Engineering Program (STEP) and Regular 

Program for the Junior High School. Meanwhile, the Senior 

High School Department offers Academic Tracks namely, 

Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM), 

Accountancy, Business and Management (ABM), Humanities 

and Social Sciences (HUMSS), and General Academics (GAS). 

Also, the SHS Department offers Technical-Vocational Track 

namely: Information and Communications Technology (ICT) 

and Home Economics (HE). 

This study focuses only on the expectations and satisfaction 

of the high school students of Colegio De San Juan De Letran-

Bataan. The scope of this study will center on the comparison 

between the expectations and satisfactions of the students by 

the services offered by CSJL-B. It will only center on the five 

variables regarding service quality namely: tangibility, 

assurance, responsiveness, and reliability.  In relation, the 

researchers chose this study to compare the level of expectation 

and satisfaction of the high school students of Colegio de San 

Juan de Letran-Bataan in order to assist the institution in 

complying with the standards of educational authorities and 

level with, if not, exceed other educational institution in the 

province. Through assessment of the existing framework and 

instruments of regulation of CSJL-B, the researchers believe 

that the areas for further improvement, needs of the students, 

and the appropriate response, the institution would be able to 

contribute to the improvement of the service quality in 

perspective of meeting the objective of educational competency 

of CSJL-B. 

 

 

Expectations  

According to Pentecost (2010), expectations serves as the 

standard of correlation, whereby customers contrast ensuing 

service experiences and customers' needs and wants, resulting 

in the assessment of service quality and satisfaction. 

Specifically, past studies on how customers form service 

quality expectations are restricted with the general focus on 

post-decision evaluations. Customers' desires and needs 

significantly impacted customers' quality assessment and 

satisfaction during consumption and post-usage and 

experience of products and services. 

 In this manner, there is a need to gauge and assess these 

quality expectations particularly at the pre-consumption stage 

where customers' desires are at the evolving stages. 

 

Experience 

Consumer experience is characterized as a general 

assessment based on the total consumption experiences with 

the service purchased (Hill, Roche & Allen 2007). Consumer 

satisfaction likewise determines the desire for the client on how 

the products and services are being encouraged by the 

organizations (Oliver 2009). Initially, consumer satisfaction is a 

vital segment of a business strategy just as client retention and 

service repurchase. The service and its features, capacities, 

quality, sales activity and client support are the most significant 

points required to meet or surpass the satisfaction of the clients. 

Satisfied clients generally give its loyalty to the institution. 

Customers also function as a system to arrive at other potential 

clients by sharing service experiences (Hague and Hague 2016). 

In conclusion, this has benefited the consumers fundamentally 

on consuming quality products and services (Rebekah and 

Sharyn 2014). 

 

Dimensions of Service Quality 

Service Quality (SERVQUAL) is a theoretical structure. It is 

requiring dimensions that can be utilized as a measuring 

instrument. As indicated by Berry (2011), there are top 5 five 

determinants of quality which are showed based on its 

significance according to the customers, there are: 

Tangible material. It is the presence of physical facilities, 

equipment, staff, and communication materials (Nasution 

2010). As indicated by Khan and Fasih (2014), tangibility is 

believed to be perceptible by touch or a visible presence. 

Information and Communication Technology (ICT), 

instruments and tools, sites, organization's employees and any 

visible facilities compose the tangible dimension of 
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SERVQUAL. In any case, these tangibles are applied in 

different ways by the service providers and are experienced in 

various levels by the customers. Tangibility is particularly 

essential to support institutions as it is significant variables to 

create strong, positive increasing costumer affiliation and 

experience, through its proprietary assets (Naidoo, 2014). 

Assurance. It is the knowledge and politeness of workers and 

the capacity to produce trust and confidence (Nasution 2010). 

Khan and Fasih (2014) mentioned that the process of obtained 

knowledge being exhibited by the staff during service 

performance can be profoundly assuring to customers. This 

provides customers the certainty that the service performance 

will play out his/her duty and obligation ethically and 

expertly. Naidoo (2014) contends that not all customers have 

the ability to understand the nature of service quality and 

values that the customers received. It may require effective 

communication or individual explanations to understand the 

worth that the customer receives. Assurance is performed 

through the customer aspect of service quality (Kaura, et al., 

2012). 

Responsiveness. It is the eagerness to support customers and 

give services quickly (Nasution 2010). Responsiveness is the 

process in which service providers respond immediately to 

resolve customer problems positively. This is perceived 

through the customer viewpoint of service quality. However, 

modern technology such as emails, webpage and customer 

service interface develops the responsiveness of service 

delivery firm (Kaura, et al.,2012). 

Reliability. It is the capacity to perform services which are 

guaranteed with reliability and preciseness (Nasution 2010). 

The procedure wherein service providers stay dependable in 

rendering services to its customers can be considered as the 

reliability dimension of service quality (Khan and Fasih, 2014). 

Reliability guarantees the client of a service provider's capacity 

to consistently provide service quality to customers. Reliability 

affects the trust and the overall impression after availing 

service in the mind of a customer (Abd-El-Salam, et al., 2013). 

The Reliability factor of service quality is vital and perceived 

through the aspect of people in service quality (Kaura, et al., 

2012). 

Empathy. According to Khan & Fasih (2014, after, Blery, et. al., 

2009) Empathy is the capability for service delivery firms to 

focus on the individual client issues and requests, then address 

these issues viably. Khan &Fasih (2014, after Blery, et. al., 2009) 

also contends the way the company takes the obligation to 

address issues confronted by their clients on an individual or 

group level is classified as compassion. This service quality 

measurement is seen through the individual’s perspective of 

benefit quality (Kaura, et al., 2012). 

 

Theoretical Framework 

Dissonance Theory 

According to Yüksel et. al., (2009), the dissonance theory 

recommends that an individual who anticipated a high-value 

service and got a low-value service would perceive the 

difference and experience. The theory suggests that the 

presence of dissonance creates pressure for its reduction, which 

could be accomplished by modifying the awareness of the 

differences of the expected service and the service received. 

Exposing the ratings to the public is a major function of the 

expectation level because the mission of knowing the 

disconfirmation is believed to be emotionally uncomfortable. 

Thus, customers are in the position to distort a disagreed 

expectation performance in order to coincide with their prior 

expectation level. Yi (2011) suggests that if there is a difference 

between the expected product and the performance of the 

product, customers may have an emotional tension and will 

lead the consumers to change their recognition of the service. 

On the other hand, Cardozzo (2011) said that if the cost of the 

service is high, the consumers may judge those services. 

 

Expectation theory  

Concerning customer satisfaction process, the most suited 

theory is the expectation theory. The customer’s evaluation of 

service performance, with predetermined standard, determines 

the satisfaction/dissatisfaction results. The predictive 

expectation of the customer is the predetermined standard. If 

the service performance is higher than the predetermined 

expectation, positive disconfirmation will take place and this 

produce satisfied customers. On the other hand, zero 

disconfirmation happens when the service performance is 

equal to the expectation, customers are to be satisfied. Lastly, if 

the service performance is lower than the customer’s 

expectation, negative disconfirmation results to unsatisfied 

customers. In conclusion, the positive disconfirmation is the 

most popular among the three (Elkhani& Bakri, 2012). 

 

Disconfirmation Theory 

The standard way to deal with satisfaction includes the 

relationship of expectations with perceived service 

performance. This theory states that the customer's perspective 

on overall satisfaction results from an assessment among 
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expectations and service performance. Expectations and service 

performance are two vital factors which can affect the 

judgement of satisfaction measure since customers' satisfaction 

is one of the important factors to envision the customer 

purchase tendency. To examine satisfaction toward the 

institution is also a principal theme in customer behavior 

research. In light of the disconfirmation theory, institutions can 

increase satisfaction of students by expanding perceived 

service performance or decreasing expectations (Huang, 2014). 

 

Research Questions  

This quantitative study aimed to measure the level of 

expectation and satisfaction of the junior and senior high school 

students on the education and services offered by CSJL-B and 

the students’ degree of agreement about the problems 

experienced regarding the said education and services. 

Specifically, this study seeks to answer the following questions: 

1. What is the level of the students’ expectations on the 

service quality dimensions of CSJL-B concerning: 

1.1 Tangibility 

1.2 Assurance  

1.3 Reliability 

1.4 Responsiveness 

1.5 Empathy? 

2. What is the level of the students’ experiences on the 

service quality dimensions of CSJL-B concerning: 

1.1 Tangibility 

1.2 Assurance 

1.3 Reliability 

1.4 Responsiveness 

1.5 Empathy? 

3. Is there a significant difference between the students’ 

expectations and their experience regarding the service 

quality of CSJL-B? 

 

Hypotheses of the Study 
Ha: There is no significant difference between the students’ 

expectations and their experience regarding the service quality 

of CSJL-B 

 

Figure 1. Paradigm of the Study 

The figure above shows how the customer’s expectations 

and the service performance depends upon the five dimensions 

of service quality. The difference of the two variables will 

reflect the customer’s perspective and evaluation about the 

services offered and will eventually lead to his/her satisfaction. 

 
The conclusions of the study are reckoned significant the 

school administrator will be aware if their services provided 

reached the expectations of the students. If not, this study will 

serve as the administrator’s basis for service improvement to 

maintain or increase enrollees. The students will have the 

understanding on the feedback of other students regarding the 

services offered by CSJL-B. This study will serve as a tool of 

awareness. This research will be a source of information for 

future researchers, so they could have a more in-depth study 

about student expectations and satisfaction and will further 

assess this problem. 

 

METHODOLOGY 

Research Design  

Since this quantitative study aimed to compare the 

differences between students’ expectations and experience 

regarding Colegio de San Juan de Letran-Bataan’s service 

quality, this study used a descriptive-comparative Design.  

 

Research Instrument  

With the author’s permission to use and modify the 

questionnaire, the study used the “Students' Satisfaction 

towards the Service Quality of De La Salle University” 

questionnaire of Quinco (2015).  The questionnaire was used to 

describe and compare the expectations and experience of junior 

and senior high school students of Colegio De San Juan De 
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Letran-Bataan in terms of tangibility, assurance, reliability, 

responsiveness, and empathy regarding the Colegio’s service. 

 

Participants 

There were a total of 663 high school students in the 

Colegio. Specifically, there were 379 junior high school students 

and 284 senior high school students.  

In computing for the sample size, Raosoft Online Sample 

Calculator was used. The researchers used the following 

standards: a confidence level of 95% and a margin of error of 

5%. The researchers come up with 244 sample size. 

Furthermore, stratified sampling was used to proportionately 

distribute the sample size among the different sections and 

levels of the respondents.  

 

Data Gathering and Analysis 

After the questionnaire had undergone validation, the 

researchers asked the approval of the Junior and Senior High 

School Principals through the endorsement of the research 

director to distribute the survey questionnaires to the 

respondents. After the approval of the principals, the 

questionnaires were distributed among the respondents 

through their subject teachers. The questionnaires were then 

retrieved. The data were summarized and treated statistically 

for analysis. Wilcoxon test was used as a statistical treatment 

for this study. 

 

RESULTS  

Profile of the Students 

As shown in the table 1, that the majority of the 
respondents were female, comprising of 50.4% with 123 
students, and 121 students or 49.6% were male. 
 
Table 1. Profile of the Respondents According to Sex 

Gender Frequency Percentage 

Male 121 49.6% 

Female 123 50.4% 

Total 244 100% 

 

Table 2 illustrates that most of the respondents were 57 

grade 12 students with 23.4%. The grade level with the least 

number of respondents was from grade 7 with 12.7%. 

 

 

Table 2. Profile of the Respondents According to Grade Level 

Gender Frequency Percentage 

Grade 7 31 12.7% 

Grade 8 32 13.1% 

Grade 9 39 16.0% 

Grade 10 47 19.3% 

Grade 11 38 15.6% 

Grade 12 57 23.4% 

 

Table 3 shows that most of the respondents were under the 

regular program, compromising 40.6%. The academic track 

with the least number of respondents was rest were ICT with 

0.4%. 

Table 3. Profile of the Respondents According to Academic Track 

Academic Track Frequency Percent 

STEP 40 16.4% 

Regular Program 99 40.6% 

STEM 81 33.2% 

ABM 13 5.3% 

HUMSS 8 3.3% 

ICT 1 0.4% 

HRS 2 0.8% 

Total 244 100% 

 

Indicated on table 4 is the level of students’ expectation and 

experience on tangibility. The item in tangibility expectation 

that has the highest mean is item 14 which is 3.68 with a 

standard deviation of 0.53. The item in tangibility expectation 

that has the least mean is item 12 which is 3.46 with a standard 

deviation of 0.74. While for the tangibility experience, the item 

that has the highest mean is item 3 and 8 which is 3.44 with a 

standard deviation of 0.68 and 0.74 respectively. The item in 

tangibility experience that has the least mean is item 12 which 

is 3.03 with a standard deviation of 0.89. The average mean for 

all items in tangibility expectation and experience are 3.58 and 

3.25 with a standard deviation of 0.40 and 0.53 respectively. 
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                                     Table 4. Level of Respondents’ Expectation and Experience on Tangibility 

 

Indicated on table 5 is the level of students’ expectation and experience on assurance. The items in assurance expectation that have 

the highest mean is item 16 and 20 which is 3.69 with a standard deviation of 0.51 and 0.48 respectively. The item in assurance 

expectation that has the least mean is item 21 which is 3.63 with a standard deviation of 0.56. While for the assurance experience, the 

item that has the highest mean is item 15 which is 3.52 with a standard deviation of 0.66. The item in assurance experience that has the 

least mean is item 21 and 22 which is 3.33 with a standard deviation of 0.82 and 0.81 respectively. The average mean for all items in 

assurance expectation and experience are 3.66 and 3.40 with a standard deviation of 0.39 and 0.57 respectively.  

                                                  Table 5. Level of Respondents’ Expectation and Experience on Assurance 
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Indicated on table 6 is the level of students’ expectation and 

experience on reliability. The items in reliability expectation 

that have the highest mean is item 27 which is 3.69 with a 

standard deviation of 0.53. The item in reliability expectation 

that has the least mean is item 23 which is 3.63 with a standard 

deviation of 0.56. While for the reliability experience, the item 

that has the highest mean is item 28 which is 3.39 with a 

standard deviation of 0.78. The item in reliability experience 

that has the least mean is item 25 which is 3.31 with a standard 

deviation of 0.77. The average mean for all items in reliability 

expectation and experience are 3.66 and 3.34 with a standard 

deviation of 0.43 and 0.64 respectively. 

 

Table 6. Level of Student’s Expectation and Experience on Reliability 

 

 

DISCUSSION 

For tangibility, all of the attributes received a very satisfied 

expectation from the students before entering the institution. 

However, not all of the attributes received a very satisfied 

experience. Based from the results, six of fourteen attributes are 

in a range of satisfied experience. As such, the physical quality 

should be excellent as it should last the duration of studies of 

the student (Nyenya, T. 2015). The respondents indicated that 

the tangibility was the worst performed dimension as it had the 

largest gap. The discrepancy shows that the physical 

appearance of the classrooms and the adequacy and quality of 

computer laboratory should be improved to meet the 

expectations of the students.  

For assurance, all of the attributes received a very satisfied 

both in expectations and experiences from the students before 

and during their stay in the institution. It was showed in the 

data that assurance is the best performing dimension since it 

had the least average gap. This finding concurs with Bateson 

and Hoffman (2001) which proved that assurance provides 

peace to clients if they are dealing with informed, educated and 

trustworthy employees.  

For reliability, all of the attributes also received a very 

satisfied both in expectations and experiences from the 

students before and during their stay in the institution. The 

registration’s timeliness and the teachers’ interest in solving 

problems were among the attributes that the students highly 

appreciated. Although, the sincerity of staffs in solving 

problems and the teaching capability of the teachers are among 

the attributes that are needed to be improved by the institution. 

For responsiveness, the students’ expectations and 

experiences were both in a range of very satisfied. Students 

were greatly satisfied on the availability and capacity of 

teachers to assist. The result accord with Bukaliya, R. (2013) in 

which students were generally appreciative of the efforts of 

academics and staff willingness and availability to help 

students.  

Lastly, all of the attributes in empathy received very 

satisfied expectations from the students. According to a 

research conducted by Nyenya T. (2015), students’ expectations 

in empathy are normally high since it is highly influenced by 

the institution’s marketing communications, images, customer 

needs and learning, word of mouth communications, past 

experiences, explicit and implicit promises, and technology. 
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Yet, it still had discrepancies from its students’ experiences. 

The accessibility of computer facilities must be improved in this 

dimension.  

 

CONCLUSION 

The high school students of Colegio de San Juan de Letran 

were very satisfied with both expectations and satisfactions of 

CSJL-B’s service quality. The students’ experiences did not 

reach or exceed their expectations in terms of CSJL-B’s 5 

dimensions of service quality. Based from the data, negative 

average for the gaps shows that expectation is higher than 

experience thereby showing that there is need for 

improvement. The greater the value, the greater the gap.  

Therefore, the researchers conclude that in the five 

dimensions of service quality, there were significant differences 

between the expectation and experience of the high school 

students in the Colegio as supported by the data in table 9. 

Thus, the null hypothesis is rejected. 

 

RECOMMENDATION 

Based on the findings, the researchers would like to 

recommend the following for the future researchers: 

The researchers should consider students of Grade 10 who 

studied since Grade 7 as the respondents of the study. A pre-

test and post-test survey should be conducted to the students at 

the beginning and end of the school year to get more reliable 

results. 

The future researchers might want to consider the college 

students as possible respondents as they might have different 

concerns regarding the different dimensions of service quality 

management. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

This study shows the exploration of the perception of Grade 12 students on the use of public transport and school 

service in terms of cost and time efficiency. It endeavors to achieve credible results on which mode of transport will be 

most efficient for the daily time and expense ingested by the students. A set of demographic and matrix questionnaires 

were distributed to a total number of 40 students who have experienced riding both transportations. The mean values 

were statistically analyzed using Wilcoxon signed-rank tests. The results show that school service is more preferable in 

terms of monthly cost efficiency only. Public transport, on the other hand, is far better in terms of time efficiency. 

However, the total computed mean score of public transport is higher than of school service. In conclusion, public 

transport is more acceptable in terms of cost and time efficiency.  

  

Keywords: school service, public transport, time-cost efficiency, grade 12 students 

 

INTRODUCTION 

One of the society’s significant matters is the student 

transportation to and from the school, as indicated by Kotoula 

et. al. (2017).  Consistently, many students need to travel from 

home to school. This can be made through various modes: 

private vehicles, school transport, public transportation and 

walking (Carvalho & Macário, 2004). Aside from private 

vehicles, other mode of transport such as jeepneys, tricycles 

and school bus services are usually the top form of 

transportation of the students of Colegio de San Juan de Letran 

– Bataan, especially the Grade 12 students due to their weekly 

early dismissal time for the first term of the school year 2019-

2020.  

In the Philippines, many depend on public transportation to 

be able to get to their schools and workplaces, yet are exposed 

to the revulsions of unbearably moderate traffic, crowded 

vehicles and failing trains (Maramba, 2019). A statement from 

Angara (2019), indicated that a sustainable public 

transportation network remains insufficient for many Filipinos, 

most especially for many students who commute to school. 

These claims imply the public transportation crisis in the 

Philippines.  

Public transportations and school services share distinctive 

significances that can be useful in the preferential utilization of 

vehicle among the students. As indicated in an article by Track 

Bus Services (2018), the most typical and widely promoted 

mode of transportation for students has always been the school 

services. It can be said that it is already an accustomed practice 

or a necessity when it comes to student transportation. These 

vehicles have an array of benefits that can be considered. One 

of it is its strict and definite schedule as it follows a specific 

time for pick up and drop off. As stated by Murray (2014), this 
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teaches the students to have proper time management owing to 

the fact that they have to follow a daily routine. Transync 

(2017) mentioned that the services hold a strong responsibility 

on their passengers. This will hold the worries with the welfare 

of the students going to and from their homes to their schools.  

Public transport can also be beneficial in many ways such as 

promoting productivity among students. As mentioned by 

Wilkie (2010), this mode of transportation plays a significant 

job in encouraging profitability and opportunity by moving 

aptitudes, work and learning. Therefore, it can be remarked 

that the use of public transport is of great use, chiefly in time 

management as it promotes a constant spirit for work. For 

people who do not or cannot drive, public vehicles can take 

them to wherever they place they desire (National Express 

Transit, 2017). It can be said that this promotes in increasing 

mobility. Public vehicles can also contribute in an individual’s 

health habits. It is also mentioned by National Transit Express 

that the motion going to the transit and to the destination 

triples the amount of physical activity.  

Every single student ought to have time management 

capacity which incorporates defining objectives and needs and 

utilizing and organizing time properly (Shazia & Muhammad, 

2015). As graduating students, time is a big factor that is mostly 

considered in their daily lives due to the workload given to 

them as they are preparing and planning for college. Due to 

that, it is significant to manage their hours in home and school. 

As for Grade 12 graduating students of CSJL-Bataan, time is a 

big factor that is mostly considered in their daily lives due to 

the workload given as they are planning and preparing for 

college. Given the common 2:45 PM dismissal, the students 

choose to commute rather than to wait for their school bus 

services that usually go home at 5 o’ clock. Some Grade 12 

students find this issue as something that demands solution for 

they think they are stuck to wait for their services which also 

consider their budget inefficiency because commuting is an 

extra expense in their daily income.  

It is on these propositions that lead the researchers to 

conduct a research that will give them further knowledge with 

regards to the effective transportation use in CSJL-Bataan. With 

the help of journals, articles, and other references, the 

researchers will be guided throughout their study. The data 

collected shall give them more information and ideas regarding 

their research topic. 

 

Transportation in the Philippines 

Compared to other countries, Philippines is not as immense 

with regards to transportation. The researchers believe that 

riding and driving cars and other transport systems has already 

become a social phenomenon among the citizens. 

Transportation plays a significant role to the life of every 

Filipino, starting from its primary impacts such as adjustability 

and flexibility, to counterfeited impacts like its effect on 

nourishment costs (Limkin, 2015). 

Francisco (2016) indicated in her article that Philippines, as 

the second most crammed country in Southeast Asia, is fighting 

over a very undeniable transportation issue. It only takes a 

glance of the situation in Metro Manila to discover the horrible 

traffic in the Philippines’ national capital area (Francisco, 2016). 

In this case, the researchers could vision the possible effect of 

the local traffic to the time to be consumed by the student 

passengers.  

According to Atty. Delgra III (2018), Chairman of the Land 

Transportation Franchising Regulatory Board, unpleasant, 

irresponsible, and unsatisfactory are the words often used to 

describe the transportation in the Philppines. The researchers 

believe that these might be a factor on the perception of the 

students when it comes to commuting. 

 

Public Transportation 

Public transportation is a mode of transport offered locally 

that allows more people to travel together along assigned 

routes. As stated by the County Health Rankings (2017), 

community-wide transportation systems are most frequent in 

urban districts and are often reinforced by municipal funds.  

Advantages 

Public transportation and fixed-route transit services 

remain to be much more efficient and advantageous systems of 

bringing people from one place to another (National Express 

Transit, 2017). According to the American Public 

Transportation Association (2019) public transportation 

develops communities and lives of the people Through the use 

of public transportation, not only does it encourage an 

individual to learn developing their lifestyle, but also supports 

the promotion of upgrading the state of a society’s economy. 

Public transportation provides personal mobility and freedom 

for people from every walk of life. In can there be stated that 

public transportation can bring people opportunities to choose 

whether to change destinations and itinerary.  

Disadvantages 

Routing. In taking the public transportation, people may 

experience a benefit when it comes to the trains’ or buses’ 

routes. This is due to the fact that these types of public vehicles 

follow certain routes and designated areas on where to let the 
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passengers ride the vehicle and where to drop them off.  As 

indicated by Barton (2017), several travellers often need a 

secondary source of transportation to arrive at their appointed 

place or will still have to walk to their home or office. 

Convenience. Most free public transport runs on a fixed 

time and schedule. These schedules may sometimes not 

coordinate with a commuter’s travel demands and cause 

conflict in convenience (Take the Bus To Midnight Madness, 

2018). This can result in a major loss of time for travels of the 

passengers for the time schedules of the public vehicles may 

not mesh with the travel demands. 

Privacy. According to Barton (2017), there is no privacy in 

public transportation. Travelers are stuffed in and don't have 

much personal space. This affects a person’s privacy for there is 

not enough space to distance oneself from others. 

 

School Service 

School does not only involve learning, in fact, it has several 

aspects that a student must keep in mind while studying. One 

of this is considering their transportation going to their 

respective schools and going home from school. However, for 

many, public transportation and school bus service are the only 

main options into which type of transportation they would 

want to take for their travel. School buses have always been 

one of the most favoured modes of transportation for students 

(Track School Bus, 2018).  

Advantages 

Time. According to Track School Bus (2018), one of the 

most important benefits of school buses is that they arrive on 

time. Transync (2017) stated that a school bus can make parents 

of younger students more time-efficient and organized as a 

family. This clearly explains that better time management will 

give the students a better academic fluidity. 

Security. As mentioned in an article written by Murray 

(2014), there has been a lot of cases about teenagers dying from 

car accidents. With that, having to take the school service will 

ensure everyone’s safety and reduce the risk of teenagers dying 

from car crashes and injuring from accidents. 

Convenience. School service gives convenience to students 

(Murray, 2014). This is due to the fact that not everyone owns a 

car and school buses are the only most accessible way of 

transport to and from the school. 

Disadvantages 

Time Travel. Davis (2017) stated that school bus services 

take time to pick-up and drop-off students to and from their 

homes. This is mainly caused by the entire designated route of 

the school buses wherein the buses have to run through several 

roadways to pick up students which take a lot more time than 

just driving from point to another point. 

Over speeding of the school buses. The existence of high-

speeding operation of school buses has occurred in several 

streets, highways, and road areas (Davis, 2017). This just shows 

the lack of apprehension of the bus drivers. Also, the target of 

the bus drivers to arrive at school in the right time results to 

their hurrying and over speeding of the vehicle.   

After-School Activities. Students attend school and extra-

curricular activities which sometimes are scheduled beyond 

their usual dismissal time. Because of this, students who need 

to be at school early or stay after school for academic matters 

cannot take their school services (Davis, 2017). With this, some 

students, specifically those who are not able to be picked up by 

parents, choose not to join any other activities that exceeds to 

the time schedule of the school service.  

 

Time Management 

Most students find that the most challenging part of their 

lives as students is about managing their time successfully 

(Bucks, 2017). Therefore, it can be said that time can be very 

crucial to a student’s day-to-day life. The researchers consider 

this as a factor that provides students a distinct list of 

differences into which transport system will be best used for 

their time schedule in line with its management.  

Time management is a primary component of effective 

work performance (IvyPanda, 2019). For several students, time 

is a necessary block through a productive academic adaptation. 

This just means that every student’s performance in school 

highly depends on the time they have and how they properly 

manage their time along with the loads of tasks they were 

given to work with. It can therefore be concluded that time 

management is of great importance to increase the possibility 

of one’s success.  

 

Relevant Theories 

Pareto Principle 

As stated by Chappelow (2019), the Pareto Principle, named 

after esteemed economist Vilfredo Pareto, indicates that 80% of 

results originate from 20% of the causes, declaring an 

inconsistent connection among sources of inputs and outputs. 

This proves that the relationship between the inputs and 

outputs are not even wherein 80% of the consequences come 
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from 20% of the causes. It is used to illustrate the notion that 

not things are equal, and the minority owns the majority. 

The Pareto Principle becomes a guide on how to administer 

resources effectively. It’s the most popular used theory in time 

management, as most people tend to thinly distribute out their 

time instead of focusing on the most important tasks. This 

theory is considered as one of the most related theory for this 

study, considering that the Grade 12 students face twice the 

workload they had during their junior high school years or 

when they were Grade 11. Understanding the principle is 

essential to learning how to prioritize one’s tasks, days, weeks, 

and months (Tracy, 2018).  

Practical Psychology (2018) explained that concentrating in 

on 20% of the day by day undertakings and exercises does not 

really conclude that one needs to yield 20% of what they need 

to complete for a day. It can therefore be concluded that the 

20% of the Pareto’s Principle serves as the decision of the Grade 

12 students of CJSL-Bataan to leave school, choose not to wait 

for their school service and take public transportation after 

their dismissal. This is due to the fact that some students highly 

consider the time could spend when they arrive home early to 

accomplish several tasks and activities.  

The 80/20 Rule will make you think more efficiently. This 

time management trick maximizes productivity (Tracy, 2018). 

Therefore, when a student decides to go home early, there will 

be a high possibility of him/her accomplishing the 80% of their 

goals or to-do lists. In this sense, the 20% of their prioritized 

activities will account for 80% of their results.  

 

Correspondent Interfere Theory 

Correspondent Inference Theory refers to the narrative of 

person’s intrusions about individual’s actions or behaviour. 

According to Praveen Shrestha (2017) the main goal of this 

theory is to try and explain why humans make internal and 

external attributions. With that, a judgment of a person’s 

correlate with his/her behavioural manners. When we are 

making attributions about other people, we compare their 

actions with alternative actions, evaluating the choices they 

have made (Changing Minds, 2019).  

This theory harmonizes with the study in terms of decision-

making of the Grade 12 students of CSJL-Bataan. The 

researchers can foresee the students making consideration of 

the budget that they have allotted for school transportation as 

well as their monthly payment for the school service. The 

relation of the study to this theory is that it is easier for the 

students to make internal attributions when there fewer non-

common effects between these choices. Due to that concept, the 

students feel obliged to properly manage their time as well as 

their monthly allowance for both are clearly limited.  

With these evidences, the behaviour of a student towards a 

certain school matter highly depends on their mind set. For 

some students, it is important to manage their time, so they can 

also accomplish several tasks on time, but this is possible if and 

only if they decide to commute to arrive home early and start 

working. 

 On the contrary, some students believe that taking the 

public transportation discourage them to save money due to 

the transportation fee. They also consider the monthly fee for 

their school service; therefore, they choose to wait for at school 

until 5 o’clock. This kind of students prioritize the expenses 

when they will take public transport, although there is a law 

for student fare discount in any public transport signed by 

President Rodrigo Duterte (Pia Ranada, 2019). 

The Correspondent Inference Theory proves the differences 

between people’s behaviours towards the topic.  While some 

students prioritize time for the goal achieving a good habit of 

time management, some also consider the expenses they would 

waste for using public transport. 

 

With the theories mentioned above, the researchers aimed 

to explore and compare the time and money consumed by the 

students in their daily transportation, using either public 

transport or school service. It endeavored to achieve credible 

results on which mode of transport is most efficient for the 

students’ daily time and expense ingested. 

The study no longer comprised any other factors that might 

affect the preference of the students in choosing a better 

transportation system such as safety and comfort. Students 

who own and use private cars are not also within the scope of 

this study. The data collected are used to seek differences 

between the two subjects: the cost and time efficiency among 

the population. For cost efficiency, the researchers compared 

the daily, weekly, and monthly budget allocated for the school 

service and for public transport as well. For time efficiency, the 

researchers aimed to illuminate the hours spent by the students 

in completing their school works and how this may affect their 

reason on what mode of transport will they use.  

For the respondents, the students are selected by a criterion 

that implies those who have experienced the use of both type of 

transport. The findings of this research are of great importance 

not only for the Grade 12 students of CSJL-Bataan but also for 

the teachers and drivers within the institution to suggest for 

possible solutions in terms of the students’ transportation 

coming home from school.  
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Research Framework 

 

Figure 1. Research Framework 

The model above shows the difference of both transports in 

terms of cost and time efficiency for the Grade 12 students of 

the Colegio. Both factors are being considered to provide the 

population reliable data that differentiates the two transport 

systems. 

It is on those propositions that lead the researchers to 

gather necessary information to seek the perception of students 

through the data gathered from the following questions: 

1. How may the transportation cost using public 

transport and school service be described in terms of 

average monthly cost? 

2. How may the perception of the students towards 

public transport and school service be described in 

terms of: 

2.1 Cost; and 

2.2 Time efficiency 

3. Is there any significant difference between the 

perception of the students on using public transport 

and school service? 

 

METHODOLOGY 

Research Design 

A quantitative research design was applied in this study as 

it used techniques that depended on estimating factors utilizing 

a numerical framework, examining these estimations utilizing 

any of an assortment of factual models, and revealing 

connections and affiliations and relationship among the 

considered factors. Survey questionnaire were the methods 

used to gather data from the respondents.  

 

 

 

Research Participants 

Respondents of the data gathering procedure will be 

composed of Senior High School students only. For the 

selection of the population, the researchers decided to use the 

following criterion to retain a brief comparison among both 

transports due to the fact that they had experiences on the two 

means of transportation: students who have experienced riding 

both public transport and school service. 

 

Research Instrument 

The researchers used survey questionnaires to gather the 

data needed from the respondents. A set of questionnaires 

containing demographic and matrix type questions were 

provided. Demographic questions are used to know about a 

respondent's experience or pay level. Matrix questions are used 

when the researchers need to pose a couple of inquiries in 

succession that have a similar reaction alternative. Each 

demographic test consisted of questions on the monthly budget 

of the students for both transportations. The first matrix test 

consisted of 4-point Likert scale choices (1 - Strongly Disagree, 

2 - Disagree, 3 - Agree, 4 - Strongly Agree). The second matrix 

test, on the other hand had choices (1 - Very Unlikely, 2 - 

Unlikely, 3 - Likely, 4 -Very Unlikely). 

 

Data Gathering Analysis 

The researchers made sure that the respondents were fit for 

the criterion. Therefore, a pre-survey was first performed to 

gather a concrete number of respondents. There was a total of 

40 students who were able to confirm their experience on both 

transportations. After, the survey questionnaires were then 

distributed to the definite list of students. 

The results of the questionnaires were first encoded before 

it was computed by the provided statistician. A reliability test 

was first performed to determine whether the data gathered 

were either reliable or not. It is a measure of reliability got by 

directing a similar test twice over some undefined time frame 

to a group of people.  

Shapiro-Wilk test for normality is a test for normal 

distribution showing high power, prompting great outcomes 

even with few perceptions. As opposed to other correlation 

tests, the Shapiro-Wilk test is just appropriate to check for 

normality. It was done to modify whether the data will deviate 

from a normal distribution or not. Results lower than 0.05 tell 

that the data significantly deviate from a normal distribution. 

This ensured what type of test was needed to be used to 

determine the significant differences of the two samples. 
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Having no normal distribution means it shall use a non-

parametric statistic.  

A Wilcoxon signed-rank test, a non-parametric factual 

theory test used to equate about two related examples, 

coordinated examples, or rehashed estimations on a solitary 

example to evaluate whether their population mean ranks 

contrast. This was used to determine the comparison of the two 

samples on a single sample. This was used in order to find out 

how the average monthly cost of both transportations can be 

described by the students, their perception in terms of each cost 

and time efficiency, and the significant difference between the 

perception of the students among both transportations. 

 

RESULTS 

Result of the reliability test was at 0.823, having it 

considered as acceptable in the general rule. The amount of the 

Sig value for all the data for the Shapiro-Wilk Test are all 0.000 

which are below 0.05, the data significantly deviate from the 

normal distribution which is not normal in distribution. This 

led to the use of the Wilcoxon signed-rank test. 

Findings from the statistics indicate that school service is 

better in terms of cost efficiency. In terms of the monthly 

budget, it shows that the use of school service is better than 

public transport. Students are able to save more money when 

they ride their school services to their respective homes. On the 

other hand, results show that students find public transport 

more time efficient than school service. However, the total 

mean value 2.8713 of public transport time and cost efficiency 

is higher than the mean value 2.7163 of school service. Overall, 

this shows that the findings of the study indicate that public 

transport is better in terms of cost and time efficiency for the 

students compared to school service.  

 

Table 1. Descriptive Statistics 

COST 
EFFICIENCY 

N Mean Std. Deviation 

Public 
Transport 

40 2.7250 .81610 

School Service 40 3.0000 .81650 

TIME 
EFFICIENCY 

Public 
Transport 

40 3.2000 .82275 

School Service 40 2.4250 .95776 

TOTAL 
DIFFERENCE 

   

Public 
Transport 

20 2.8713 .30134 

School Service 20 2.7163 .19911 

 

Table 2. Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test – Cost Efficiency 

Cost Efficiency N  
Mean 
Rank 

Sum of 
Ranks 

Q4.2 
– Q41 

Negative 
Ranks 

12a P.T 14.88 178.50 

Positive 
Ranks 

18b S.S 15.92 286.50 

Ties 10c  

Total 40  

a. Q4.2 < Q4.1 b.  Q4.2 > Q4.1 c.  Q4.2 = Q4.1 

 

Table 3. Test Statistics 

 
Q4.2 – Q4.1 

Z -1.167b 

Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed) .243 

a - Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Tes  b - Based on negative ranks 

The cost comparison of public transport and school service 

using Wilcoxon show that they are of significant difference. The 

sig value is 0.243 greater than p value of 0.05. In conclusion, 

school service is far better in terms of cost or monthly fare 

payment having a mean value of 3.00 compared to 2.725 of 

public transport. 

 

   Table 4. Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test – Time Efficiency 

Time Efficiency N  
Mean 
Rank 

Sum of 
Ranks 

Q52 – 
Q51 

Negative 
Ranks 

23a P.T 20.48 471.00 

Positive 
Ranks 

11b S.S 11.27 124.00 

Ties 6c  

Total 40  

a. Q5.2 < Q5.1 b. Q5.2 > Q5.1 c. Q5.2 = Q5.1 

 

Table 5. Test Statistics 

 
Q5.2 – Q5.1 

Z -3.039b 

Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed) .002 

a - Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Tes  b - Based on negative ranks 

The sig value is 0.002 less than p-value of 0.05 which must 

reject the null hypothesis. This means that there is a significant 

difference in public transport and school service. In conclusion, 

public transport is far better in terms of efficiency in time of 

travel, having a mean value of 3.2 compared to 2.425 of school 

service. 
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Table 6. Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test – Significant Difference of Both 

Transport in terms of Cost and Time Efficiency 

 N 
Mean 
Rank 

Sum of 
Ranks 

school service 
– public 

transportation 

Negative 
Ranks 

15a 9.17 137.50 

Positive 
Ranks 

4b 13.13 52.50 

Ties 1c  

Total 20  

a. School service < public transportation  

b. School service > public transportation 

c. School service = public transportation 

Table 7. Test Statistics 

 

School service - public 
transportation 

Z -1.712b 

Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed) .087 

a - Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Tes  b - Based on negative ranks 

Time efficiency and cost comparison of public transport and 

school service using Wilcoxon signed-rank test show that they 

are of significant difference. The sig value is 0.087 greater than 

the p-value of 0.05. In conclusion, public transportation is far 

much better in terms of efficiency, with the time and cost 

having a mean value of 2.8713 compared to 2.7163 of school 

service. 

 

DISCUSSION  

Findings of the study indicated that students are able to 

save more when they use school service instead of public 

transport in terms of monthly fair. However, they find the use 

of public transport as more time efficient than the use of school 

service. But with the total computed mean score, the overall 

results show that public transport is still more convenient for 

the students in terms of both cost and time efficiency. These 

findings are of great significance not only to the students, but 

the government, school administrators, parents and guardians 

also, to provide knowledge on the state of student 

transportation locally and nationally, and so, will formulate 

ideas on how other occurring similar issues can be solved. 

The study discussed was a simple yet a practical choice for 

the students, especially for the Philippines wherein 

transportation is a crucial issue. Evidences show that there is a 

public transportation crisis in the country. Similar 

consequences apply to various countries such as the United 

Republic of Tanzania, and to European principalities. In 

Greece, public transportation is the most common mode of 

student transport. School buses, however, are also on the top 

list of the alternative modes of transports as indicated in a 

study by Kotoula et. al. (2017). Those who come from low-

income families and those from remote areas, fail to attend 

school due to transportation problems. It is significant for them 

to consider the cost of transport. On the other hand, a study by 

Johanes (2014) discussed the student transportation in Tanzania 

and focused on the distance of the students traveling to school 

and how much this costs them. The findings from the study 

show that many fail to attend school due to lack of time and 

bus fare. The pointers mentioned show the relevance of this 

paper to other countries who experience different 

transportation crisis in terms of cost and time efficiency. 

However, findings of this study indicated that students of 

CSJL-Bataan who take both transports find public vehicles 

more convenient in terms of cost and time efficiency compared 

to school services. This contrasts to the evident issues of the 

country’s existing public transportation crisis. 

 

CONCLUSION 

Public transportations and school services share distinctive 

significances that can be useful in the preferential utilization of 

vehicle among the students that is why school transportation 

plays a vital role in every student’s life, considering the cost 

and time consumed by these individuals. Though public 

transportation can be described and can be experienced 

unfairly due to the lack of sustainability, students still find this 

as something more convenient as their mode of transportation 

compared to school services that provide a maintaining safety. 

It can also be concluded that time plays a significant part in a 

student’s life, having it considered that even if they save more 

money monthly on the use of school services, they still choose 

to use public vehicles to manage their time more efficiently.   

 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

 This paper suggests that future researchers may consider 

conducting the study on all the Senior high school students 

since Grade 11 also have early dismissal time. Moreover, it is 

also compulsive to examine the other factors that consider the 

efficiency of the students among both transportations such as 

safety and comfort to further find out the convenience of the 

students. It may also be worthy of investigation to determine 

how this study will benefit the parents or guardians of the 

students in terms of the same factors: time and cost efficiency. 

This is due to the fact that parents and guardians are also 

involved on the student’s everyday time and income. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

Proper parking management plays an important role in society, specifically the cities, due to a lot of establishment 

present. This paper shows a smart parking system to ease traffic congestion, and help drivers find and/or reserve a 

specific parking slot in a specific area through the use of today’s communications technology, namely, Internet-of-

Things. The project aims to incorporate a system of wireless sensor networks that can utilize narrowband internet-of-

things technology, to provide a fast data transmission and reception, low cost, and low power, for an efficient smart 

parking system consisting of a real time parking monitoring and reservation features. The project’s smart parking is 

designed for both gated and not, to benefit both private and public parking areas.  

  

Keywords: smart parking, internet-of-things, narrowband internet-of-things 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Internet-of-Things (IoT) continues to be a great trend 

nowadays. IoT makes smart objects form a smart environment 

for efficient management on its applications. This technology 

features interoperability, self-configuration, self-adaptive, and 

self-protection. IoT applications include health-care, 

environmental, commercial, smart city, industrial, and general 

aspects [1] [2]. 

As a smart city has been mentioned, smart parking is one of 

its parts. A prototype of a Smart Parking by Ericsson suggests 

that using a traditional broadband network provides an 

unstable network, which may cause the system to go offline at 

times, due to increasing attenuation as the coverage area also 

increases. In comparison, Narrowband IoT (NB-IoT), a 3rd 

Generation Partnership Project utilizing 200kHz frequency 

band, can prevent such circumstance by providing a better 

coverage at low power consumption [3]. In the Philippine 

setting, telecommunication providers are now eying to have 

NB-IoT as part of their system.  

Smart Parking is not limited to a specific feature and can 

exist in different classifications. Among the classifications, two 

are stated in the following. The first one is Electronic Parking 

(E-Parking) which lets the user identify the vacancy of a 

parking slot electronically, with reservation and payment even 

before entering the parking area. The other is called Car Park 

Occupancy Information System (COINS) wherein the detection 

of the presence or absence of vehicle depends upon a single 

source utilizing a digital image analysis, or so called video 

sensor technique [4]. 

In 2018, a total of 25,469 illegal-parking incidents were 

caught via CCTV in Metro Manila [5]. The need of advanced 

parking technology is due to such circumstances and due to 

road congestion when drivers want to find and secure their 

parking slots. The first Smart Parking in the Philippines was 

led by Oroza Enterprises. Metal structures are the ones to move 

a car into a vacant parking space [6]. 

The researchers propose a Smart Parking which 

demonstrates a system that is a preparation to NB-IoT, to 

execute real-time parking slot monitoring system, which is 

accessible to mobile phones and gadgets crafted with android 

application. NB-IoT is designed for stationary systems, making 

it more suitable for smart parking. The project aims to reduce 
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manually operated parking management through wireless 

sensor networks. By implementing the system on different 

establishment parking areas, the vacancy and occupancy can 

easily be identified, reservations will be made possible, and the 

NB-IoT preparation will make the system more efficient in 

terms of reliability, data reception, data transmission and 

power consumption [7]. This study will benefit the 

establishments of both pay-parking and not, for the ease of 

monitoring of parking reservations and occupancy, and for the 

ease of drivers finding vacant parking spaces and reservation 

features given that they have the mobile application and an 

internet connection. 

In addition, the project aims to address the following 

challenges: 

1. How will the components of the parking system be 

integrated? 

2. What platform/s will be utilized by the parking 

system? 

3. How can the reliability and efficiency of the parking 

system be measured? 

In summary, the project focuses on achieving the following 

specific objectives: 

 Design a system that can adapt to NB-IoT technology 

and compare its possible outcomes with the current 

available cellular technologies. 

 Make parking lots more advanced by providing 

sensors in the remote area, to give the actual state of a 

specific slot, such as occupied, vacant and reserved, 

and to reduce time being consumed in looking for a 

slot in the parking area. 

 Provide information about parking lots through a 

mobile application to make it easier for the user to 

reserve and identify the status of a parking space, and 

to avoid traffic jams due to slowing down of vehicles 

when drivers are searching for a parking space. 

 

Industries are upgrading to fully automated systems as a 

replacement to manual operations and human labor. One of the 

examples to upgrade are the car parking systems.  This may 

lead to efficiently assisting motorists to vacant parking spaces, 

and at the same time, monitor the safety of their vehicle in the 

parking slot [8]. 

The sensors that can be used for smart parking are 

proximity sensors, which are intended for object detection. A 

survey suggests that common sensors are infrared, ultrasonic, 

piezoelectric, inductive loop detectors and more. The sensors 

can be connected through IoT so that they can exist 

independently without the use of GSM in identifying the 

location of vacant slots in a parking area [9]. 

 

Sensor Network Technology 

A sensor network is simply an interconnection of 

distributed or localized sensors with a central point, and 

computing resources to handle events. A part of its technology 

is called Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs), which may involve 

signal processing, radio and networking, artificial intelligence, 

database management, etc. [10]. The WSNs basically consist of 

a communication device, sensors and actuators, memory and 

controller, and a power supply. 

The advances of WSNs go along with IoT. The concept 

that can be incorporated with interconnected networks is IoT. 

All the WSNs enable objects and devices to be active 

participants of, and communicate with each other for exchange 

of data, monitor areas, record and understand events and 

actions, to be able to sense and actuate accordingly [11]. 

 

Internet-of-Things Technology 

IoT is a technology of putting things together in a network in 

order to make it function. IoT makes smart objects form a smart 

environment for efficient management on its applications. IoT 

refers to the combination of internet and WSNs [1]. An 

emerging technology of IoT is called Narrowband IoT (NB-

IoT). It is a Low Power Wide Area Network (LPWAN), which 

uses low power, and allows data connection in Wide Area 

Networks. The technology consumes only 200kHz of 

bandwidth and it can be deployed at low cost because it is 

directly related with Global System for Mobile communications 

(GSM) and Universal Mobile Telecommunications Systems 

(UMTS). It has an advantage over short range communications 

such as Bluetooth and Zigbee because of its wide coverage 

feature and mobile connectivity [12]. 

Wireless communications technology has an 

advantage of mobility and cost efficiency over wired networks 

[13]. Mobile wireless Generation (G) is a part of this technology, 

which makes difference in speed, frequency and data capacity 

from 0G up to 5G [14]. Narrowband IoT can co-exist with 2G, 

3G and 4G/ LTE. It supports ultra-low complexity devices with 

a narrow bandwidth. For operators with LTE spectrum 

available, in-band LTE deployment will be the most suitable in 

providing an efficient system [15]. 

These technologies can be incorporated with Smart Parking 

systems. The demand of vehicular parking spaces has not been 

properly addressed and parking lots need a demand strategy to 
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be well managed and organized [16]. Car park occupancy 

detection takes into consideration the two main categories for 

proximity sensors; intrusive and non-intrusive. Intrusive 

sensors require mounting on the ground or ceiling such as 

infrared sensors and weigh-in motion sensors. The other 

category, non-intrusive sensors, is easy to install and does not 

affect the surface on process. These include sensors such as 

microwave radar, RFID and ultrasonic sensors [17]. Proximity 

sensors are intended for object detection without direct contact. 

Ultrasonic sensor has been used because this type of sensor is 

not affected by color transparency, and only depends on sound 

waves. 

The researchers came up preparing for the use of NB-IoT to 

incorporate the system due to the following advantages: 

Low Power Consumption – Sensors are being installed on 

areas that are not always accessible to the providers, therefore 

the system needs to avoid often replacement of batteries. Low 

Power consumption signifies long battery life to avoid often 

maintenance. 

Low Cost – Low cost is being modified by the low data rate 

since it will only consume the narrow bandwidth. This 

contributes to low cost because of the low power consideration 

of the system. 

Reliability – NB-IoT binds a strong connection and easily 

detects devices that are connected in a network system. 

Wide Applications – NB-IoT has lower bit rates and better link 

budgets compared to traditional networks. It doesn’t need 

gateways to provide connectivity. NB-IoT can directly connect 

sensors to the base station, which will boost flexibility while 

lowering costs. 

ESP8266 microcontroller chip, a highly integrated Wi-Fi 

solution, is widely used for IoT industries. It has a built in Wi-

Fi which makes it a suitable for different applications [18]. A 

research using ESP8266, focusing on the Quality of Service 

(QoS) in terms of power consumption and battery life, has 

shown that battery life span is proportion to the QoS and the 

IoT network life relies on it. It can also play a significant role of 

processing the communication activities over Wi-Fi and the 

data retrieved from the sensors is loaded into flash memory 

[19]. 

To make the system applicable in NB-IoT technology, 

application layer must be taken into consideration for IoT. IoT 

uses different modules in order to incorporate sensors, 

actuators, facilities, and buildings. Some of the modules can be 

Wi-Fi, LTE and Bluetooth, which are used to monitor and 

control the working status of different devices [20]. The 

application layer is responsible for providing services and 

determines a set of protocols for message passing at the 

application level [21]. 

 

Conceptual Framework 

 
Figure 1. The Input-Process-Output (IPO) of the system, showing the 

flow of information 

 
The input of the system can either be from the mobile 

application user or from the sensor itself. The mobile 

application and the sensor networks are incorporated through 

Firebase, a real time data base that is suitable for android, IOS 

and Web applications [22]. For the mobile app, the input will be 

the reservation, and the output will be the blinking lights. For 

the sensor, the input will be the occupancy from the ultrasonic 

sensors, and the outputs are the red light and the occupancy in 

the mobile app slot. Both the process of the system happens 

through the program in the microcontroller called Wemos D1 

mini and in the Firebase, which incorporates each sensor and 

the mobile app to each other to form an IoT system. 

This study on smart parking involves the use of android 

mobile application. Through the mobile app, the user will be 

able to navigate through different parking slots in a specific 

area. Upon choosing an area, the mobile app will show the 

availability of parking slots in presence of internet connection. 

The user can either reserve a parking slot or just monitor its 

state. For reservations, 10 minutes will be given, this feature 

can be changed according to the policies of a specific parking 

area. Unoccupied reserved slots after 10 minutes will be 

invalid. The parking slot contains indicators for non-app users. 

Red light for occupied, green for vacant and blinking green and 

orange for reserved. The system is a real-time monitoring 

system so that each activity detected by the sensor will reflect 

on the mobile application and vice versa. 
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Figure 2. The flow of information in an active system 

 

The researchers proposed designs both for free and for pay 

parking: 

 

Figure 3. Proposed Design for both Free and pay Parking 

 

A free parking cannot host the system’s parking reservation 

feature since most of the free parking are in a first-come, first-

served basis and is open for all. The sensors for free-parking 

have 2 indicators: Green for ‘available’ and red for ‘occupied’. 

These indicators are for drivers who do not have the mobile 

application in finding a parking space. The height of the 

sensors was designed to be visible to side mirrors of private 

vehicles of any size.   

The model for pay parking systems has a third sensor 

dedicated for parking reservations. Drivers are limited to 

reserve one parking slot at a time. Once the driver reserves a 

slot using the mobile application, the indicator for reservation 

will light up until the reserved slot is occupied or the 

reservation is canceled. The reservation feature is intended for 

gated parking only. This is to ensure the reservation feature of 

the system. As soon as the driver arrived at the entrance of the 

parking lot, the drivers should show the proof of reservation 

before entering the premises to avoid other drivers parking on 

the reserved slot. 

 

 

 

Figure 4. McDonalds Parking Admin 

149 cm

68.5 cm
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Each sensor contains the following circuit design and 

schematic design: 

 

Circuit Design 

 
Figure 5 - Connectivity within each parking sensor 

 

Schematic Diagram 

 
Figure 6 - Schematic Diagram of each parking sensor 

 

The only difference with the schematic diagram of the pay-

parking and non-pay parking is the number of LEDs connected 

to the microcontroller. Furthermore, the programs uploaded on 

the microcontroller and the specifications of the materials used, 

are provided in the appendices. 

The following table shows the pin assignments: 

Table 1. Pin Assignments 

Component Wemos Pin Assignment 

Red LED D5 

Orange LED D2 

Green LED D3 

Ultrasonic Ground Ground 

Ultrasonic Sensor Echo D7 

Ultrasonic Sensor Trigger D6 

 

 

METHODOLOGY 

The researchers gathered data through browsing scholarly 

sites, finding related studies, reading books, and interviewing 

experienced professionals regarding the up-to-date 

technological applications of the concepts mentioned in the 

study. The researchers end up with a system featuring 

Ultrasonic Sensors, Wemos D1 mini microcontroller and an 

android mobile application. 

 

Ultrasonic Sensors 

Devices that use sound waves to determine the distance of 

an object. It senses proximity and detects levels with high 

reliability. These sensors transmit acoustic waves of frequency 

between 25kHz and 50kHz which is above human hearing 

range. Ultrasonic Sensors have an operating voltage of 5V and 

an operating frequency of 40Hz. 

 

Wemos D1 Mini 

A mini development board is based on ESP-8266EX chip 

and is useful for applications that need wireless data 

transmission. It is compatible with Arduino IDE and Node 

MCU firmware and useful when you want to build innovative 

projects. It has an operating voltage of 3.3V and an operating 

frequency of 80MHz to 160MHz. 

 

Android Mobile Application 

The android mobile application for the project is crafted 

using MIT app inventor. MIT app inventor is easy to use for its 

block-based design features and can easily be accessed online. 

The app was named “Balanga City Parking Finder” and also 

has a real time feature. Green dot beside the name of the area 

indicates a parking area with reservation, while red dot 

indicates a parking area with no reservation. The mobile app 

has the following interface: 

 
Figure 7 – Balanga City Paking Finder Mobile Application 
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The researchers intend to apply the system in the City of 

Balanga, Bataan and chose establishments that are located 

there. The researchers made a communication with 

McDonald’s Diversion branch owner whom agreed to test the 

devices in their property, and adapt their parking layout for 

project demonstration purposes. They conducted several tests 

on McDonald’s Diversion parking area and at a residential area 

to gather data demonstrating the accuracy, reliability, and 

efficiency of the prototype using different cellular internet 

connections, specifically, 2G, 3G, and LTE backhaul. NB-IoT 

can co-exist with the above-mentioned cellular networks which 

have been utilized for testing [23].   

Since the study requires a prototype, experiments in the 

form of different testing set ups are considered to support the 

claim of the study. The reliability of the system is one concern; 

thus, following testing methods were employed: 

Latency Testing 

The latency testing focuses on the time required for a 

system to move one message to another within a network [24]. 

The system consists of three sets of testing with five trials each, 

for the whole system’s efficiency testing. It includes the time 

taken for the reservation of the user to reflect on the sensor 

indicator.  The response time taken for occupancy to reflect on 

the indicators and mobile app has also been recorded. The 

values will be compared with one another utilizing different 

internet connections, namely, LTE, 3G, and 2G connection 

backhaul. 

System Functionality Testing 

Consist of two users simultaneously using the mobile app 

and recording the time delay from one user to another upon the 

reservation of a specific slot. 

Sensor Sensitivity 

Consist of testing how accurate sensor detection is, and how 

fast it will respond upon reaching the value provided by the 

program uploaded in the system. The range set by the 

researchers is 70 cm and below, and the testing runs from 120 

cm up to less than or equal to 30 cm. 

Power Consumption Monitoring 

Each set of sensor consists of a 10,000mAh power bank to be 

able to work. The testing monitors if the system will consume 

25% of its power supply, with random transmission and 

reception of data such as occupancy and reservation within 24 

hours. Each of the four LED indicators of the power bank 

indicates 25% of charge. Four LEDs ON, indicate 100% charge, 

three LEDs ON, indicate 75% charge and so on. 

RESULTS and DISCUSSION 

The researchers conducted several tests to the prototype 

using different existing generations of wireless networks such 

as: 2G, 3G and 4G/LTE Cellular network, to determine the 

response time between them. 

The study testing table shows the over-all average time 

needed to transmit data from mobile app to sensor (tables 2 

and 3). It took an average of 2.23 seconds using LTE backhaul 

and 3.89 seconds using 3G backhaul. Reservation via 2G 

backhaul did not reflect on the sensor after two minutes upon 

being reserved. Thus, reflecting that LTE network provides 

more reliable system compared to the two other connections.  

 
      Table 2. Average time per Trial using LTE Network Backhaul 

TRIAL 
MOBILE APP TO 

SENSORS 
SENSORS TO 
MOBILE APP 

 
Time taken to reflect 

on sensor upon 
reservation 

Time taken to reflect 
on app upon 
occupancy 

TRIAL 1 3.13 1.53 

TRIAL 2 1.68 2.20 

TRIAL 3 2.05 2.77 

TRIAL 4 1.87 2.42 

TRIAL 5 2.40 2.36 

Average: 2.23 2.26 

 
Each trial shows the average time taken for each sensor to 

reflect the response time (in seconds) from mobile application 
to sensor, and vice versa using LTE network backhaul. 
 
     Table 3. Average Time per Trial using 3G Backhaul 

TRIAL 
MOBILE APP TO 

SENSORS 
SENSORS TO 
MOBILE APP 

 
Time taken to reflect 

on sensor upon 
reservation 

Time taken to reflect 
on app upon 
occupancy 

TRIAL 1 4.16 4.07 

TRIAL 2 4.28 3.35 

TRIAL 3 4.30 3.28 

TRIAL 4 3.56 3.66 

TRIAL 5 3.15 3.06 

Average: 3.89 3.48 

 
Each trial shows the average time taken for each sensor to 

reflect response time (in seconds) from mobile application to 

sensor and vice versa using 3G backhaul. 
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For sensors to mobile app, it took an average of 2.26 

seconds using LTE backhaul and 3.48 seconds using 3G 

backhaul. 2G network has also been tested, but after two 

minutes upon occupancy, the mobile app did not respond. 

Thus, also reflecting that LTE connection backhaul provides a 

more reliable system compared to the two other connections. 

For the system latency measurement, monitoring of 
response time started when the car reached the 70cm distance 
range, which is the standard distance uploaded in the 
microcontroller, to trigger the sensor. Sensor detection and 
sensitivity have been proven accurate in terms of distance 
response and delay (See tables 4, 5 and 6). Small data 
consumption makes the system still function in 3G, making it 
reliable. The 3.3V power supply needed for the system leads to 
an efficient, long battery life (See table 7).  

Table 4 indicates the response delay (in seconds) for user A 
mobile application upon reservation from user B. 

 

                     Table 4. User A App Response Delay 

TRIALS 
User A App Response 

Delay 

1 1.05 

2 1.23 

3 1.18 

4 1.10 

5 0.98 

6 0.72 

7 1.06 

8 1.30 

9 1.15 

10 0.89 

 

Table 5 indicates the response delay (in seconds) for user B 

mobile application upon reservation from user A. 

                    Table 5. User B App Response Delay 

TRIALS 
User B App Response 

Delay 

1 1.51 

2 1.32 

3 1.16 

4 0.80 

5 1.72 

6 1.06 

7 1.54 

8 1.12 

9 1.47 

10 0.96 

 

Table 6 shows the average result from 10 trials if the sensor will 
respond at a given range, from 120cm to below 30 cm. The 
distance requirement for the sensor to respond is 70cm and 
below, which is uploaded in the microcontoller program. 
 
Table 6. Average Result for 10 Trials 

 

 

Table 7 shows the results of power source monitoring for 24 

hours depending upon the LED indicators of the power bank. 

           Table 7. Power Consumption Monitoring for 24 hrs. 
Operating Hours Do the power bank loss 

25% of its charge? 

6:00-9:00 NO 

9:00-12:00 NO 

12:00-15:00 NO 

15:00-18:00 NO 

18:00-21:00 NO 

21:00-00:00 NO 

00:00-3:00 NO 

3:00-6:00 NO 

 
The gathered data have shown that the network used as the 

medium of connection for the system greatly affects the latency 

of the relationship between the mobile application and sensors. 

The capability of the system to work in both connections 

implied that the system transmits small amount of data, and 

consumes small amount of power. 

 

CONCLUSION 

In conclusion, IoT technology is a significant element of this 

generation’s advancement. Future NB-IoT technology can be 

applied using an NB-IoT module instead of a Wi-Fi module 

through the same access layer. In this project, the researchers 
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used a built-in Wi-Fi module to utilize cellular IoT technology, 

and a database to be able to achieve a system with connected 

sensors, microcontroller, and a mobile application. NB-IoT 

technology can make the system more efficient, given that 5G 

cellular technology will be used for it in the future. Based on 

several tests that the researchers conducted, close average 

values for the system’s response time have been observed using 

3G and LTE backhaul. Since 3G network is unstable, delay in 

response from user to sensor and sensor to user occur at times. 

LTE connection on the other hand provided more stable values 

which means that it is suitable for the system. Fully upgrading 

it to NB-IoT technology will result in a more efficient system, 

because according to a study by Ericsson, NB-IoT is designed 

with a good multiplexing and adaptable data rates, leading to a 

great system capacity and wider coverage. This system is 

therefore proven to be effective for Smart Parking application 

and can ease the traffic congestion by providing drivers with an 

easy way to locate and reserve a parking slot.   

 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

This study has the limitation on the Wi-Fi range for the 

inter-connectivity of the devices within an area. The mobile 

application is intended for android smart phone users only. 

The sensors used are not waterproof, with a maximum 

detection range of 1 meter. The system has been tested on a free 

parking area, but the testing done is with reservation feature, 

for demonstration purposes only. 

To suppress the above-mentioned limitations, the 

researchers recommend the use of NB-IoT modules as a 

replacement for Wi-Fi modules so that the system will be able 

to connect directly in the base stations and can be implemented 

for wide range applications. The mobile application can still 

further be developed, specifically for pay-parking at longer 

time range, and waterproof ultrasonic sensor can be 

implemented for other sensor placements. The parking’s LED 

indicators can still be improved in terms of color and 

indication. For further studies, a Quick Response (QR) code can 

be used for gated parking to eliminate manual operations, and 

for easy payment process. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

With its oldest ages being 12 to 24 years old, the Generation Z is considered a group coming of age. Because of this, the 

Generation Z is considered as the latest and future consumers of the food industry. This study could be a basis for 

marketers and companies in perceiving how Generation Z drastically affects the food industry in the Bataan, which will 

provide them some information suited for their marketing strategies. The researchers evaluated the food choices and 

consumption of the Generation Z, which were born from 1995 to 2012, in the province of Bataan through the use of 

surveys more specifically, in Colegio de San Juan de Letran-Bataan. The food consumption preferences of the selected 

respondents were determined through purposive sampling based on the following variables: food trends, individual food 

habits, creativity of flavor and branding, and social media influence. The researchers were able to conclude the extent of 

significance of each variable in the Generation Z’s food preferences. Only the social media variable is determined to have 

significant effect on Generation Z’ food preference.  

  

Keywords: generation Z, food preferences, food consumption, food industry, food marketing 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Consumption is defined as the usage of services and 

products which acknowledges a person’s basic needs and 

promotes the enhancement of life (Fien et al, 2008). As a living 

person, one cannot disentangle oneself from consuming goods 

and services for everyday needs (Darmayanti, 2017). Thus, 

humans will always be labeled as consumers as long as they 

require basic needs. An example of this “need” is the food we 

consume. Thus, humans will always be labeled as food 

consumers. 

With today’s generation, the ones born from 1995 to 2012, 

they are labeled as Generation Z or iGeneration (Tysiac, 2016). 

The oldest of Generation Z, from ages twelve to twenty-four 

years old, is just on their way to adulthood. With this, they will 

have an exquisite impact on the food industry because their 

preferences will be essential in drawing new consumers 

(Tristano, 2017). They are the future of the market because Gen 

Z is the group that is coming of age and is looking for food that 

will satisfy the new standards of the new generation.  

This generational group has increased the importance of the 

quality of food, it’s cleanliness, freshness and its nutritional 

content. Their preferences and attitudes about food are now 

seen over grocery shelves (Shoup, 2019). According to Susan 

Schwailie, the executive director of NDP Group which is an 

Industry Expertise Analytics, there is a large distinctiveness 

between food choices accessible to Gen Z and the past 

generations (Maynard, 2019) which makes the Gen Z members 

experiment with different food fusion and health options 

(Bodker, 2017). Additionally, since Gen Z is actively connected 

and have access to computers, smartphones and other devices, 

there is no question unanswered when it comes to the content 

of their food, which makes the food industry formulate more 

ways to attract them (Hartman, 2017). 

mailto:abigailryann03@gmail.com
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The Philippines, which is considered as an emerging 

market and a newly industrialized country (Wilson & 

Stupnytska, 2007), has food and non-alcoholic beverages as 

41% of their household expenditure. This is based from the 

Philippines Statistics Authority. According to the Consumption 

Survey by the Food and Nutrition Institute of the Department 

of Science and Technology year 2013, the top 20 commonly 

consumed food products by Filipinos are rice, salt, cooking oil, 

coffee, sugar, bread, onion, garlic, egg/chicken, soy sauce, pork 

meat, vinegar, vetsin, instant noodles, chicken, biscuits, 

tomatoes, eggplant, powdered milk, and banana. This is the 

effect of the contradicting consumptions of the rural and urban 

areas.  

Previous studies have shown that Gen Z lives where there 

are inevitably changing trends which are not present in 

previous generations and that continuously shape the market 

of consumption. Since Gen Z is the present and future 

consumers of the food industry, the researchers will conduct 

this study to evaluate the preferences of Filipinos in relation to 

food consumption. This study differs from past studies due to 

the culture Filipinos exhibit such as beliefs and traditions not 

present in the respondents of the past studies conducted in 

foreign countries such as America and Australia. This makes 

Filipinos’ market distinct from others.  

The purpose of this study is to evaluate the food choices 

and consumption of the latest generation to rise, born from 

1995 to 2012 in Colegio de San Juan de Letran-Bataan in order 

to help marketers and companies perceive how Gen Z 

drastically affects the food industry in the Philippines. 

Additionally, this study will help create the right marketing 

programs that are suited for the current and future consumers 

because the researchers aim to know what the Gen Z would 

like to eat and interests that will give food businesses 

information for their marketing strategies.  

 

Generation Z Favors Robust, Sustainable, and Creative 

flavors. 

Hartman, L. (2017) suggests that Generation Z is the newest 

force in regards to food consumption nowadays. The 

Generation Z is continuing what the millennials have started, 

from media connectivity to eating habits. Ranging from ages 

16-24 are generations that love flavorful and exciting foods. The 

food industry must ready for these newest shoppers as their 

purchasing power increase. Gen Z populates about 12-17% of 

the population in the US, and have an estimate of 250 billion 

dollars of purchasing power. This group is more connected and 

more active in technologies and connectivity. Bright, E.  (2019) 

also added that brands could use their presence in social media 

to improve not only their aesthetics but also their values to lure 

the Gen Z. 

 

Gen Z's menu choices and food habits 

According to Bodker, I. (2018), Gen Z is the most juvenile 

generation; they may be not that far from the millennials but 

their eating habits are far different from them. Gen Z gives 

importance to racial equality and loves the different ethnic 

styles of cooking, which explains why they spend most of their 

money in food than in other categories. Navarra, T. (2018) also 

stated that the Gen Z is altering the trends in food and 

restaurants. 42% of Gen Z prefer having a choice of street foods 

in restaurant menus. 

 

Consumption Towards Healthier and Organic foods 

According to Falguerra, et al. (2012), for the past years, the 

concern of people in what they consume are rising, as well as 

the environmental and social consequences that are associated 

with it. There have been declines in the consumption of certain 

products like chilled foods, bread, and fresh fish. It is due to the 

fact that consumers only buy a product if it is healthy and safe 

for their children. According to Robinson, et al. (2019), how the 

product was raised will play a big role in one's mental and 

emotional health. Organic foods contain lesser chemicals and 

are fresher because it does not contain preservatives. 

 

Gen Z's Food trends and Preferences 

According to Allen, A. (2018), Gen Z is expected to be 2.56 

billion in the next years and will pass the millennial population 

in 2019 which concludes that food companies must adjust the 

food trends for the newer generation. Gen Z can possibly 

change the food industry, one of the possible trends are student 

discounts which will help the Gen Z since most of them are still 

studying. Generation Z wants to experience all of the flavors. 

The very basic foods like hamburgers, pizzas, and chickens are 

still trendy to them. New flavors and recipes are also popular 

among them. They are willing to try unique flavors as well. 

 

Generation Z's Impact in the Food industry 

According to Upson, M. (2018), the Gen Z is the latest to 

make their presence and become the new generation to become 

investigated. Many companies are changing their marketing 

plans based on what this generation wants and needs. Gen Z 

spends more money in food and clothing compared to their 

predecessors. This latest generation to rise have a great impact 
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since they have vast knowledge passed down by their parents 

and with the help of social media. Their diversity and curiosity 

to try new foods will become a major factor in the restaurant 

industry (Thompson A., 2019). 

 

Gen Z's Growing Population and its Big Impact 

According to Chamberlain, L. (2018), Gen Z is growing up 

fast. The teens of this generation will soon be responsible for 

40% of all consumers and use up to 4 billion dollars in 

discretionary spending. Many of the Gen Z are being hired 

which increases the total spending power of Gen Z every day. 

Their spending power is now in a total of 44 billion dollars. As 

Claveria, K. (2016) stated, many companies shift focus of 

marketing and use intelligence on Gen Z customers since they 

are the first generation to be native to digital media. 

 

More Pinoy eat less 

The Filipino consumers have been consistent with what 

they are purchasing, continuously buying the same products 

for the past years which are shown in the survey conducted by 

the Food and Nutrition Research Institute in both urban and 

rural households. As Gumaru, M. (2013) have stated, 20 foods 

that are commonly purchased in the Philippines have not 

changed except the food's rankings, the 5 that topped the 

rankings were rice, salt, cooking oil, coffee, and bread. 

Additionally, Gumaru, M. (2013) have also stated that there 

was a slight increase in the leftovers which are edible foods left 

on the table or left uneaten. According to Diego, T. (2013), there 

is a decrease in the consumption of vegetables, many factors 

are causing this decrease in vegetable consumption, some of 

the factors are the price of vegetables and pesticide 

consumption. 

 

Social Media Influence on Food Choices 

Gen Z includes youngsters who tend to spend more than 5 

hours every day on the internet (Jenkins, 2018). So, even when 

this generation makes a purchase in a local store, they use 

social media and search engines to compare and weigh in on 

their purchase decision (Priporas, Stylos, & Fotiadis, 2017). 

This just proved the point that because social networking 

had become a part of everyday life, it had substantial impact on 

people and the food choices they made as consumers. An 

example of that is, because the “majority of buying decisions 

about what to have for a meal happen approximately two 

hours before mealtime”, a fast food commercial ad on Facebook 

could be shown two hours prior mealtime and it could mean 

that said having fast food is the likeliest option to be chosen 

over any others (Tuder, 2016). 

 

Celebrity Influence on Food Choices 

The abundant nature of celebrity media presence in daily 

basis has influence which extends to food. Corporations have a 

careful process of choosing a celebrity as an endorser, mostly 

based on their public stance and the amount of compatibility 

their personality traits has with the product. In the viewpoint 

of the consumers, it placed value on the product if a celebrity is 

repetitively associated with it, just as well as earning 

credibility, brand recognition, and trust (Tuder, 2016). Such 

associations could lead consumers towards certain food brands. 

 

Television Influence on Food Choices  

One determining factor in food choices were the messages 

depicted in television advertisements (Tuder, 2016). This is 

why television is another aspect that has influence in general 

decisions regarding food. Methods such as “attractive jingles, 

catchy phrases and attractive photography” were employed to 

project irresistibility and gave push towards the marketed food 

item. However, it is not without its own downsides. 

Misconceptions about the relation between health and body 

shape were possibilities if not maintained correctly (Tuder, 

2016). 

 

Theoretical Framework 

According to LaMorte, W. (2019), the Theory of Planned 

Behavior (TPB) began as the Theory of Reasoned Action in 1980 

to anticipate a person's aim to take part in a conduct at a 

particular time and spot.  Meanwhile, a previous study of 

Ajzen, I. (2015) claimed that the theory was intended to clarify 

all practices over which individuals can endeavor control. The 

objective of the theory is to give comprehensive framework in 

understanding the determinants of such practices. This 

hypothesis centers on the particular customer behavior of 

interest. Mentality towards the behavior refers to how much an 

individual has an ideal or negative assessment or evaluation of 

conduct, while abstract or social standards refers to the 

apparent social strain to perform or not to play out the conduct. 

Social control demonstrates whether the consumer can without 

much of a stretch devour a specific item or whether its 

utilization is troublesome or incomprehensible. This theory is 

related to our study, since Generation Z are consumers 
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specifically to food industry, their utilization will rely upon 

their conduct control. 

This study aims to investigate the food consumption 

pattern of Gen Z which will then be a vital data source for 

possible food marketing program. Specifically, this research 

aims to answer: 

1. What is the food consumption preference of the Gen Z 

population in Colegio de San Juan de Letran based on 

the following variables: 

 Food Habits 

 Social Media 

 Creativity of Flavoring and Branding 

 Food Trends 

2. What is the significance of each independent variable 

above in determining the Gen Z’s food preference 

and; 

3. Create or develop a marketing plan that may aid food 

concessionaires in their businesses. 

 

Research Framework  

 

Figure 1. Research Framework 

The research framework shows the relationship of the 

independent variables, particularly the effects in terms of social 

media influence, food trends, individual food habits, and 

creativity in flavors and branding to the dependent variable, 

particularly the food preferences of Gen Z. 

One of the objectives of this study is to distinguish the 

patterns of food choice of Gen Z and how their choices affect 

the food industry. The result of this study will be beneficial to 

those who primarily focus on studying the behaviors of Gen Z 

which will help them analyze the likes of Generation Z and 

further improve their marketing strategies. This study will help 

them be more aware of how the people around them consume 

and choose what they will eat. By that, this will serve as an 

instrument for awareness. This study will be a good reference 

for future researchers who’s looking forward to make related 

studies, precisely, about the food consumptions of Gen Z in the 

Philippines. This study will be beneficial for nutritionists 

because this study identifies the food consumption of 

Generation Z’s and will help them their analyzing and curating 

their meal consultations and plans. 

 

METHODOLOGY 

Research Design   

Descriptive research design is used in conducting this 

study. In this study, the researchers used the survey research 

method. Surveys grant the researchers to collect an amount of 

data that can be interpreted for frequencies, averages, and 

patterns for the typical utilization of finding relations between 

variables, gauging public opinion on certain topics and 

evaluating satisfaction with a certain company’s product or 

services. 

The researchers used the descriptive research method since 

the result of the study is about the analysis of the food 

consumption of Generation Z gathered through surveys. 

 

Research Instrument and Construction Validation 

 For the purpose of this research, surveys from University 

College London and De La Salle Lipa were used with proper 

consent, and were modified to fit the study’s requirements. The 

survey will be verified by official and qualified validators. 

 

Participants 

In determining the sample size of the study, the researchers 

gathered information from the Colegio’s registrar to get the 

quantity of the students included in the age range of 

Generation Z. Out of 838 of the respondents, only 90 of them 

were randomly chosen to answer the survey. In this case, 

purposive sampling was used. With the help of Slovin’s 

Formula, the researchers obtained the particular sample size 

fitted for this study with 10% margin of error and 90% 

confidence level. 

  Table 1. Sample Population 

Junior High 
School 

Senior High 
School 

College Students 
and Employees 

12-16 18 17-19 52 20-24 20 

 

 

 

Food 
Preference 
of Gen Zs 

Social Media 
Influence 
(Celebrity, 
Television) 

Food Trends 
(Keto dieting, 

healthier 
options, etc.) 

Individual Food 
Habits (Price, 

location of 
store, etc.) 

Creativity in 
Flavors or 
Branding 
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Data Analysis 

In this study, the researchers used Linear Regression as a 

statistical tool. Linear Regression is used to determine the 

extent to which there is a relationship between a dependent 

variable and independent variables to predict the value of the 

dependent variable. This tool is fitted for our study because 

this study aims to determine the significance and relationship 

of the independent and dependent variables which are present 

in our study. 

The researchers used Basic Statistical Tools. The form of 

Data Analysis, to be used in this study is Frequency 

Distribution Table for the demographic profile of the 

respondents. Descriptive Statistics in turn was used to describe 

the challenges faced by the small businesses in terms of finance, 

technology, and competition. One-Way ANOVA was used in 

determining the differences experienced by the small service 

enterprises in Abucay when grouped according to profile. 

 

RESULTS 

Respondents Demographics  

Table 2 displays that majority of the respondents’ sex are 

male, where there are 47 male respondents which is equivalent 

to 52.2% of the respondents while there are 43 female 

respondents, which is equal to 47.8%. 

                     Table 2. Sex of  Respondents 

Sex Frequency Percent 

Male 47 52.2 

Female 43 47.8 

Total 90 100 

 

Table 3 displays that majority of the respondents’ age are 

17-19 years old, where there are 18 respondents that are 12-16 

years old, 52 respondents are within 17-19 years old and 20 

respondents are within 20-24 years old. 

 

               Table 3. Age of Respondents 

Age Range Frequency Percent 

12-16 years old 18 20 

17-19 years old 52 57.8 

20-24 years old 20 22.2 

Total 90 100 

 

Table 4 displays that majority of the respondents come from the 

Senior High School Department, where there are 20 

respondents from the College Department, 52 respondents 

from the Senior High School department and 18 respondents 

from the Junior High School department. 

              Table 4. Department of Respondents 

Department Frequency Percent 

College 20 22.2 

Senior High School 52 57.8 

Junior High School 18 20.0 

Total 90 100 

 
 

Table 5 shows the results regarding the preferences in terms 

of food trends. This is according to the importance that the food 

they eat: (1) contains no additives; (2) is low in calories; (3) 

contains natural ingredients; (4) is low in fat; (5) is high in fiber 

and roughage; (6) helps one cope with stress; (7) helps one 

control one’s weight; (8) contains lots of vitamins and minerals; 

(9) contains no artificial ingredients; (10) keeps one awake and 

alert; (11) is high in protein; (12) is good for the skin, teeth, hair 

and nails; and (13) helps one cope with life. The table also 

shows how the respondents agree that food trends are 

important when they choose their food, which is supported by 

the mean of 1.8111 and standard deviation of .74779. 

According to Allen, A. (2018), the food trends must always 

adjust to the present or newer generations. The reason is that 

Generation Z members are always willing to try new trends 

and flavors. 

Table 5. The Influence of Food Trends 

Factors Mean 
Std 
Dev 

Description 

Importance of no additives 2.0444 .65550 Agree 

Importance of low calories 2.1667 .69103 Agree 

Importance of natural ingredients 1.8444 .89833 Agree 

Low in fat 2.2222 .81802 Agree 

High in fiber and roughage 2.0556 .73989 Agree 

Helps in coping with stress 1.8889 .96506 Agree 

Controls weight 1.9333 .90938 Agree 

Contains lots of vitamins and minerals 1.9000 .96045 Agree 

Importance of no artificial ingredients 2.0222 .84770 Agree 

Helps in keeping one awake and alert 2.1000 .92469 Agree 

High in protein 1.9667 .92954 Agree 

Is good for the skin/teeth/hair/nails etc. 1.9333 .87152 Agree 

Helps cope with like 1.3330 .92165 Agree 

Food Trends Average 1.8111 .74779 Agree 

1.00-1.75:strongly agree; 1.76-2.50:agree; 2.51-3.25:disagree; 3.26-4.00: strongly disagree 
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Table 6 shows the results regarding the preferences in terms 

of social media. This is according to the importance of the food 

page they eat: (1) obtaining up to date information; (2) efficient 

and convenient communication with others; (3) sharing 

experiences about brand; (4) relationship with others online; (5) 

communicating with others online; (6) seeking self-identity; (7) 

seeking sense of belonging; (8) being amused with others; (9) 

having fun on the page; (10) seeking enjoyment on the page; 

(11) being entertained on the page; (12) obtaining 

discounts/special deals that most don’t get; (13) obtaining 

better prices than others; (14) receiving food coupons online; 

(15) active participation on brand page; (16) useful information 

on page; (17) post messages on the page with enthusiasm and 

frequency; (18) participation in activities offered online; (19) 

what the food brand says about its product/service is true; (20) 

feel what he/she know what to expect from the brand; (21) 

reliability; (22) meets its promises; (23) if the food brand had no 

available reservations; (24) no problem finding a different 

restaurant with which one would want to make reservations; 

(25) consider oneself to be highly loyal to the food brand; (26) 

when another brand has a special deal (e.g., discount price for 

meal); and (27) they generally visit that restaurant with the 

better deal. The table also shows how the respondents agree 

that the influence of social media is important when they 

choose their food. This is supported by the mean of 2.1031 and 

standard deviation of .56673. 

 
Table 6. The Influence of Social Media 

Importance Mean Std Dev Description 

Obtaining up-to-date information 1.8444 .81983 Agree 

Efficient and convenient communication with others 2.0556 .91628 Agree 

Sharing experiences about brand 1.9889 .78604 Agree 

Relationship with other online 1.9444 .78413 Agree 

Communicating with others online 1.9222 .76772 Agree 

Seeking self-identity 2.1000 .96045 Agree 

Seeking sense of belonging 2.1778 .89415 Agree 

Being amused with others 2.2444 .85211 Agree 

Having fun on the page 2.1111 .72584 Agree 

Seeking enjoyment on the page 2.0889 .82984 Agree 

Being entertained on the page 1.9333 .73132 Agree 

Obtaining discounts/special deals that most don’t get 2.0111 .98864 Agree 

Obtaining better prices than others 2.0444 .95883 Agree 

Receiving food coupons online 1.9444 .97567 Agree 

Active participation on brand page 2.3222 .87188 Agree 

Useful information on page 2.1889 .95863 Agree 

I post messages on the page with enthusiasm and frequency 2.4111 .87274 Agree 

Participation in activities offered online 2.3889 .93249 Agree 

What the food brand says about its product/service is tru 2.1667 .85130 Agree 

I feel I know what to expect from the brand 2.0778 .76772 Agree 

Reliability 2.0222 .77862 Agree 

Meets its promises 2.0889 .919975 Agree 

If the food brand had no available reservations, I would have no problem finding a different restaurant 
with which I would want to make reservations 

2.0333 .79958 Agree 

I consider myself to be highly loyal to the food brand 2.3556 .89079 Agree 

When another brand has a special deal (e.g., discount price for meal), I generally visit that restaurant with 
the better deal 

2.1111 .90497 Agree 

Social Media OVERALL 2.1031 .56673 Agree 

1.00-1.75:strongly agree; 1.76-2.50:agree; 2.51-3.25:disagree; 3.26-4.00: strongly disagree 
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According to Tuder (2016), majority of buying decisions 

about what to have for a meal happen approximately two 

hours before mealtime which explains how important it is to 

Gen Z member the influence of social media to their choice of 

food. 

Table 7 shows the preferences in the influence of creativity 

of food and flavoring, this is according to significance of the 

food that they eat: (1) a low-fat option if having a lunch away 

from home; (2) one's avoidance of eating fried foods; (3) one's 

consumption of dessert of there is one available; (4) 

consumption of at least one serving of fruit a day; (5) keeping 

one's overall fat intake down; (6) choice of low-fat brand when 

buying crisps: (7) avoidance of eating lots of sausages and 

burgers; (8) purchase of pastries or cakes; (9) reduction of one's 

overall sugar intake; (10) consumption of at least one serving of 

vegetables a day; (11) preference of low-fat dessert at home; 

(12) occurrence of eating takeaway meals; (13) one's 

consumption of plenty of fruit and vegetables; (14) eating sweet 

snacks between meals; (15) eating vegetables with exclusion of 

potatoes at the evening; (16) choice of diet drink when 

consuming soft drinks; (17) minimal usage of butter and 

margarine; (18) inclusion of chocolate/biscuits in one's packed 

lunch; (19) choosing fruit as a snack between meals; (20) 

choosing the healthiest one as a dessert; (21) preference of 

cream on desserts; (22) consumption of at least 3 servings of 

fruit most days; and (23) generally trying to have a healthy diet. 

The table also shows how the respondents agree that the 

creativity of flavoring and branding is important when they 

choose their food which is supported by the mean of 2.2923 and 

standard deviation of .48991. 

According to Hartman, L. (2017), the Generation Z is 

continuing what the millennials have started, from media 

connectivity to eating habits. Ranging from ages 16 to 24, they 

are the generation that love flavorful and exciting foods. This is 

why the creativity of food is important for them. 

 
         Table 7. The Influence of Creativity of Flavor and Branding 

Factors Mean Std Dev Description 

If I am having lunch away from home, I often choose a low-fat option 2.2440 .82532 Agree 

I usually avoid eating fried foods 2.4333 .86180 Agree 

I usually eat a dessert or pudding if there is one available 2.1111 .96506 Agree 

I make sure I eat at least one serving of fruit a day 2.2222 .69956 Agree 

I try to keep my overall fat intake down 2.2444 .79762 Agree 

If I am buying crisps, I often choose a low-fat brand 2.4444 .80882 Agree 

I avoid eating lots of sausages and burgers 2.4778 .87702 Agree 

I often buy parties or cakes 2.2333 .88749 Agree 

I try to keep my overall sugar intake down 2.2889 .75319 Agree 

I make sure I eat at least one serving of vegetables or salad a day 2.2333 .84866 Agree 

If I am having dessert at home, I try to have something low in fat 2.3000 .84068 Agree 

I rarely eat takeaway meals 2.3333 .74953 Agree 

I try to ensure I eat plenty of fruit and vegetables 2.2444 .82532 Agree 

I often eat sweet snacks between meals 2.1889 .81963 Agree 

I usually eat at least one serving of vegetable (excluding potato) or salad with my evening meal 2.2444 .82532 Agree 

When I buy soft drinks, I choose a diet drink 2.3556 .96350 Agree 

When I put butter or margarine, I spread it thinly 2.3000 .96512 Agree 

If I have packed lunch, I include chocolate/biscuits 2.2889 .86433 Agree 

When I have snack between meals, I often choose fruit 2.3222 .84571 Agree 

If I am having dessert, I choose the healthiest one 2.4778 .86411 Agree 

I have cream on desserts 2.2333 .92469 Agree 

I eat at least 3 servings of fruits most days 2.3778 .95491 Agree 

I generally try to have a healthy diet 2.1222 .79079 Agree 

Creativity of Food and Flavoring  OVERALL 2.2923 .48991 Agree 

1.00-1.75:strongly agree; 1.76-2.50:agree; 2.51-3.25:disagree; 3.26-4.00: strongly disagree 
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Table 8 shows the results regarding the preferences of 

Generation Z members in terms of food habits according to the 

importance that the food they eat: (1) is easy to prepare; (2) 

tastes good; (3) is not expensive; (4) is familiar; (5) is nutritious; 

(6) is easily available in markets/shops; (7) is good value of 

money; (8) cheers them up; (9) smells nice; (10) is cooked very 

simply; (11) has pleasant texture; (12) is environmentally-

friendly packaged; (13) comes from countries they approve 

politically; (14) is like the food they ate as a child; (15) looks 

nice; (16) helps them relax; (17) take no time to prepare; (18) 

keeps them healthy; (19) makes them feel good; (20) has clear 

mark of the country of origin; (21) is what they usually eat; and 

(22) is bought in shops close. The table also shows how the 

respondents agree that the influence of food habits is important 

when they choose their food. This is supported by the mean of 

1.8111 and standard deviation of .74779. 

According to Bodker, I. (2018), Gen Z gives importance to 

racial equality and loves the different ethnic styles of cooking, 

which explains why their eating habits are far different from 

others. 

 
                                                Table 8. The Influence of Food Habits 

Factors Mean Std Dev Description 

Easy to prepare 1.7111 .87723 Agree 

Tastes good 1.6333 .94155 Agree 

Is not expensive 1.7778 .98046 Agree 

Familiarity 1.8444 .94704 Agree 

Nutritious 1.8000 .93856 Agree 

Easily available in markets/shops 1.8222 .96661 Agree 

Good value for money 1.7444 .97779 Agree 

Cheers me up 1.8333 .97439 Agree 

Smells nice 1.6556 .95000 Agree 

Cooked very simply 1.7889 .94208 Agree 

Pleasant texture 1.7444 .88128 Agree 

Environmentally-friendly package 1.7778 .94545 Agree 

Comes from countries I approve of politically 1.9333 .77605 Agree 

Is like the food I ate when I was a child 1.99778 .84770 Agree 

Looks nice 1.7444 .81504 Agree 

Helps me relax 1.8333 .95105 Agree 

Takes no time to prepare 1.9111 .89499 Agree 

Keeps me healthy 1.8111 .99317 Agree 

Makes me feel good 1.7556 .93989 Agree 

Country of origin clearly marked 1.9778 .95961 Agree 

Is what I usually eat 1.8778 .818871 Agree 

Bought in shops where I live closely 1.8889 .94148 Agree 

Food habits  OVERALL 1.8111 .74779 Agree 

1.00-1.75:strongly agree; 1.76-2.50:agree; 2.51-3.25:disagree; 3.26-4.00: strongly disagree 

 

Table 9 presents the result of the analysis of variances of the 

regression of food trend on trend, social media, creativity in 

food and branding and food habits which indicated an F ratio 

of 25.770 significant at 0.05 alpha.  This means that food trends, 

social media, creativity in flavor and branding and food habits 

collectively influence preference. This assumption is 

strengthened by the sig value of 0.00 which less than 0.05. 

According to Navarra, T. (2018), Generation Z members are 

altering the trends in the food industry which the restaurants 

adjust to which explains how there is influence in food trends. 

This latest generation to rise have a great impact since they 

have vast knowledge passed down by their parents and with 

the help of social media. Their diversity and curiosity to try 

new foods will become a major factor in the restaurant 

industry. (Thompson A., 2019) This statement presents that 

social media and creativity of flavor and branding appeals and 
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influences the preferences of Gen Z. Moreover, Robinson, et al. 

(2019) stated that how the product was raised will play a big 

role in one's mental and emotional health. Organic foods 

contain lesser chemicals and fresher because it does not contain 

preservatives. Which explains how Food Habits have an 

influence on the preferences of Gen Z members. 

Table 9. Anova 

Model 
Sum of 
Squares 

df 
Mean 

Square 
F Sig. 

1 

Regression 15.217 4 4.563 25.770 .000a 

Residual 18.621 84 .214   

Total 33.838 88    

a. Predictors: (Constant) Trend, FH, FB, SM   b. Dependent Variable: FP 

 

As seen in Table 10, results of the regression run show that 

for every unit increase in food trend and social media could 

increase 0.532 and 0.631 in food preference. Correspondingly, a 

unit increase in creativity in flavoring and food habits and 

would ensues to a corresponding increase of 0.135 and 0.148 in 

food preference.  

Analysis of the calculated Beta coefficients would indicate 

that social media appeared to be the best predictor of food 

preference with the Beta coefficient value of 0.581 

According to Jenkins (2018), Gen Z includes youngsters 

who tend to spend more than 5 hours every day on the 

internet. Also, Artemova, A. (2018) stated that it is important 

for the Generation Z members that the social media page is 

technology-reliant, connected, and socially responsible. That 

way, brands present themselves. The kind of image they create 

can be a crucial factor in influencing the overall attitude of 

Generation Z towards the business. This further clarifies those 

social media best influences the preferences of Generation Z in 

the present time. 

Table 10. Coefficients 

Model 

Unstandardized 
Coefficients 

Standardized 
Coefficients t Sig. 

B Std. Error Beta 

1 

(Constant) 
Trend 

.096 

.532 
.274 
.098 

.234 
.350 

1.354 
.727 
.044 

SM .631 .104 .581 6.092 .000 

FB .135 .118 .107 1.143 .256 

FH .148 .068 .180 2.166 .033 

a. Dependent Variable: FP 

The results showed that food trends, social media, creativity 

in flavoring, and food habits collectively influence food 

preference of the respondents. This assumption is strengthened 

by the sig value of 0.00 which less than 0.05 which shows their 

extent of significance. 

 

CONCLUSION 

This study analyzed how Generation Z choose their 

food intake and how their preference is affected by various 

factors namely Social Media Influence, Food Trends, Individual 

Food Habits, and Creativity in Flavors and Branding. While all 

the mentioned factors contribute to the preference of 

Generation Z students, it is concluded that it was the influence 

of social media that pulls them greater than all the other 

variables. With a 0.581 Beta coefficient value, social media 

influence is statistically greater than the Beta coefficient values 

of food trends (0.234), food habit (0.180), and flavors and 

branding (0.107). 

 Thus, the marketing plan of those who are into the 

food industry must be leaning towards social media 

advertising to reap the greatest benefit. 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

Based from the results of the research, it is 

recommended that food companies consider Generation Z 

customers as the new and populous sector in business. They 

are expected to be 2.56 billion in number worldwide, making 

them the next populous sector after the millennial sector (Allen, 

2018). 

 Social media should be utilized in marketing for 

greater reach. It is also proven by the study that social media is 

the preferred ‘come-on’ of Generation Z students that can 

influence their food consumption. 

 When it comes to strategies, it is recommended that a 

combination of online (Facebook) advertising as well as 

offering of diverse sets of products must be done. Also, as the 

trend of healthy living is slowly charging through the market, 

it would be interesting to include healthy food choices in the 

product list. This is to ensure that the products have something 

new to offer without losing the influence that Generation Z 

students are exerting in marketing. 
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